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Chapter 1: Introduction, Motivation, Objectives, and Outline 

 

‚Everything that can be invented has been invented.‛ 

Charles H. Duell, an official at the US patent office, 1899 

 

1.1 Introduction 

Innovative products may have a tremendous impact on people, companies, 

and markets. However, despite the advantages of innovation to people, businesses 

and society, new products are seldom readily accepted (Gourville 2005; Henard and 

Szymanski 2001; Montoya-Weiss and Calantone 1994). Often, firms struggle to 

convince people of incorporating new products into their routines (Biyalogorsky, 

Boulding, and Staelin 2006; Boulding, Morgan, and Staelin 1997; Crawford 1977). For 

example, it took 18 years for microwave ovens to be accepted in Greece (Tellis, 

Stremersch, and Yin 2003), and at least 10 years before the VCR finally made it into 

consumers’ living rooms (Putsis Jr 1989). A revolutionary bicycle fabricated with 

cheap yet strong plastics never turned out to be successful, despite its apparent and 

renowned advantages, its funding, and its media attention (Hult 1992). It is not 

surprising therefore, that research shows about half of all new products fail 

(Gourville 2005). 

 

Thus, the ultimate success of new products depends on consumers accepting 

them. The central question of this dissertation is why certain new products are 

accepted and others not? In other words, why and when do consumers decide to 

adopt a new product? By no means are these questions new. Prior research in 

marketing as well as other fields such as agriculture, economics, informatics, and 

psychology have devoted much attention to all the aspects that relate to successfully 

marketing new products and offer a great deal of insight into these questions. Still, it 

remains a fruitful area for research, in particular because of the potential impact of 

innovation, the continuing high rate of failure, and the ongoing struggle of 

consumers and firms with innovation1 (Hauser, Tellis, and Griffin 2006; Stremersch 

and Verhoef 2005).  

                                                 
1 The Marketing Science Institute lists ‘innovation and growth’ as their top research priority. See 

www.msi.org. 
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This dissertation addresses the acceptance of new products by consumers 

from different angles. Though each chapter focuses on a particular and relevant 

aspect of new product acceptance, the chapters do overlap in distinctive ways. First, 

each chapter focuses on the acceptance of new products by consumers. Second, each 

chapter uses different methods and data to help detail both the occurrence and the 

non-occurrence of adoption. Third, each chapter analyzes the processes underlying 

the acceptance of new products. Chapter 2 and 3 focus on the individual adoption 

process consumers go through. Chapter 4 addresses the introduction and growth 

stages in the new product life cycle. 

 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, I will briefly 

introduce the key concepts central to this dissertation. Next, I will elaborate on my 

motivation to pursue this research and clarify the research objectives of each chapter. 

To conclude, I present an outline of the remainder of this dissertation. 

 

1.2 Key Concepts 

 

Innovation 

 The term innovation is used extensively in scientific research. As a result 

many definitions have been used to describe innovation (Gatignon, Tushman, Smith, 

and Anderson 2002; Robertson 1971). According to many dictionaries, the term 

innovation may be translated as ‘introducing something new’ or ‘newness’. 

However, many things can appear new or proclaim to be new. In marketing research, 

innovation is defined in the eyes of the user. It is not the producer of the product that 

determines whether a product is new, it is the user who determines if something is 

new. This view is in line with Rogers (2003), who defines innovation as ‘an idea, 

practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual or other unit of 

adoption’. For example, consumers are not likely to perceive a completely revamped 

car tire as new; unless the behavior of their car changes. On the other hand, the 

technology behind text messaging on mobile phones was technically not very new, 

while for consumers this was a new approach for which they needed time in order to 

learn to value its use.  

  

 Note that new products differ from existing products. Theory suggests that 

people, i.e. consumers and managers respond differently to new products relative to 

non-new products (e.g. Hoyer 1984). This is because the utility of the new product is 
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unknown or unclear, which creates uncertainty, whereas for existing products the 

utility is actually much clearer (Fischer, Luce, and Jia 2000; Mahajan and Muller; 

March 1978). This lack of clarity leads consumers to process information about new 

products differently and to approach their decision to buy differently (Olshavsky 

and Granbois 1979; Wilton and Pessemier 1981). Consequently, the decision to buy a 

new product, i.e. adoption, is unlike the decision to buy an existing product (e.g. the 

same box of orange juice that someone buys every week).  

 

Adoption 

Adoption may be defined as ‘a decision to make full use of an innovation as 

the best course of action available’ (Rogers 2003). Hence, innovation adoption relates 

to consumers’ individual decision making process with regard to the purchase and 

use of new products. This process is a complex reasoning process consisting of 

multiple stages (Gatignon and Robertson 1991; Mittelstaedt, Grossbart, Curtis, and 

Devere 1976; Rogers 2003). The process starts with first awareness of the new 

product and ends with the routinized use of the new product by the consumer 

(Rogers 2003). Each step in the decision process signifies an important mental step 

towards adoption. The main challenge of this research domain is to understand and 

predict why and when certain consumers transit through each adoption stage and 

move to actual adoption and continued use while others do not. 

 

Diffusion 

Diffusion may be defined as ‘the process by which an innovation is 

communicated through certain channels over time among the members of a social 

system’(Rogers 2003). Studies on innovation diffusion describe and predict the likely 

cumulative response of consumers to a new product in a market. Diffusion equals the 

sum of consumer adoptions in a market over time (Gatignon and Robertson 1985). 

Though several studies connect the individual adoption perspective with market 

diffusion (Gatignon and Robertson 1986; Mahajan, Muller, and Srivastava 1990b; 

Roberts and Lattin 2000), both areas are often considered to be separate research 

domains. Whereas research on adoption focuses on detailed individual decision 

processes and its drivers, studies on diffusion seek parsimonious yet powerful 

methods and models to capture the sales growth patterns of new products. The main 

objectives are to capture the distinct sales patterns new products adhere to once 

launched in a market, to predict the likely turning points in markets and hence new 

product success, to detail the drivers of new product acceptance, and to understand 
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the dynamics of new product diffusion across multiple markets and/or countries 

(Mahajan, Muller, and Bass 1995; Mahajan, Muller, and Bass 1990a; Parker 1994). 

Over the years, more attention is paid to combining the insights of research on 

adoption and diffusion (e.g. Bradlow, Bronnenberg, Russell, Arora, Bell, Duvvuri, 

Hofstede, Sismeiro, Thomadsen, and Yang 2005; Garber, Goldenberg, Libai, and 

Muller 2004). 

 

1.3 Motivation 

Innovation adoption and diffusion are highly relevant in many of today’s 

economic markets. Simultaneously, innovation is a popular buzzword, used and 

abused by managers and consumers to reflect their progressiveness or to indicate 

their willingness to help prosper new products, processes, and technologies. The 

potential impact of innovation on people and society has motivated me to conduct 

research on new product adoption and diffusion. Innovation is part of people’s daily 

routine. Still many people do not realize the impact of innovation on society. More 

and more complex technology is entering consumers’ lives. Computer processors are 

using diodes 1 billionth of a millimeter wide; mobile phones have more computing 

power than pc’s from the 1990s. Still I am annoyed when I have to wait for more than 

3 seconds before Google answers my question. Consumers seem spoiled. We want to 

achieve maximum results with minimal effort. New products have to offer 

substantial advantages while offering ‘plug and play’. Consequently, it appears 

extremely difficult to produce, develop, and market new products successfully 

(Biyalogorsky et al. 2006; Boulding et al. 1997; Crawford 1977). Many firms struggle 

to succeed, and relatively few firms manage to consistently innovate successfully 

(Tellis and Golder 2002).  

It is surprising to see so many new products fail, given the attention 

innovation adoption receives in business (Deephouse 1999; Hamel 2000) and the 

wealth of scientific knowledge already created within marketing (Henard and 

Szymanski 2001; Mahajan et al. 1990b) and other fields (Coleman, Katz, and Menzel 

1966; West and Anderson 1996). As a result, there is much debate about the factors 

that influence the successful adoption and diffusion of new products, yet many 

issues remain unresolved. With regard to adoption a great variety of models, 

antecedents, and contexts have been researched (Gatignon and Robertson 1986; 

Rogers 2003; Venkatesh 2006). As a result, the literature lacks a clear overview of the 

key drivers underlying the adoption decision process. Moreover, prior research tends 

to view consumer adoption as a single dichotomous decision, and lacks sufficient 
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attention for the stages in the consumer adoption decision process and the 

heterogeneity of non-adopters. With regard to diffusion research, more insights are 

needed to actively predict and manage new product diffusion. For example, the Bass 

model suffers from the fact that once the model becomes more reliable, because of 

the increase in available data, the value of predicting sales has decreased, and 

consequently the value of the Bass model decreases (Mahajan et al. 1990a). Finally, 

given the sheer number of new products that fail, more research is necessary to detail 

new product success at both the consumer and market level. 

 

1.4 Objectives and Contribution 

 The objective of this dissertation is to create more insights into innovation 

adoption and diffusion. More specifically, the central objective is to ‘further detail the 

likelihood of adoption and non-adoption at both the consumer and market level, and how 

marketing instruments can best be used to stimulate adoption and diffusion in order to 

decrease the likelihood of new product failure’. Each individual chapter details the 

shortcoming(s) in the literature that it addresses, as well as its contribution. In the 

section below, I detail how each chapter contributes to the central objective of this 

dissertation.   

 

Objectives of Chapter 2 

 Chapter 2 provides an empirical overview of prior research in marketing on 

consumer innovation adoption by means of a meta-analysis. The proliferation of 

research on adoption has resulted in a wide variety of results with regard to different 

aspects related to consumer innovation adoption behavior. Studies have focused on 

different stages of the adoption decision process and on a variety of independent 

drivers. Multiple frameworks are used interchangeably. Key terms are much 

debated, without being clearly defined or discriminated against other terms. For 

example, innovativeness, i.e. a consumer’s propensity to innovate, has been 

redefined many times. According to Roehrich (2004), there is still room left for 

debate. As a result, a systematic insight into the effects of antecedents of the 

innovation adoption decision process is lacking in the literature. For example, we 

lack a clear picture on when and how demographics affect adoption, though these 

consumer characteristics are used daily by companies to profile customers and target 

campaigns. How do these characteristics correspond to consumers’ innate motivation 

to try and learn new things? This issue is not new. Tornatzky and Klein (1982) have 

argued for more attention for the elementary product perceptions that drive 
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adoption. Similarly, Gatignon and Robertson (1985) state more attention should be 

paid to interaction effects of the drivers of new product adoption, the influence of 

marketing actions, and competitive effects among other things. However, academic 

research tends to focus on a search for more drivers (e.g. Boyd and Mason 1999), 

instead of detailing the effects of key drivers on key stages.  

Tornatzky and Klein (1982) were the last to perform a meta-analysis. And 

though different studies show a conceptual overview of the field (Gatignon and 

Robertson 1985; Hauser et al. 2006), an empirical overview is missing. Typically 

studies address multiple dependent variables, namely adoption intention, and 

adoption behavior. Simultaneously, studies incorporate a multitude of independent 

variables, relating to innovation characteristics and the demographics and 

psychographics of potential adopters. Still there is little insight into how these 

findings relate to each other, are consistent across studies, and to what extent they 

are contingent on other factors. Consequently, the specific objectives of this chapter 

are threefold. Firstly, we identify the most frequently used drivers in research on 

adoption intention and adoption behavior. Secondly, this study details the 

significance of the most important drivers at play in two critical stages of the 

adoption process. Thirdly, we provide an agenda for future research. We contribute 

to the literature by adding an empirical overview of prior research on consumer 

adoption, synthesizing its main findings as to define empirical generalizations, and 

detailing areas that require more attention. 

 

Objectives of Chapter 3 

 In chapter 2 we study the key drivers of adoption intention and adoption 

behavior. We briefly touch upon the difference between different stages of the 

adoption process. In chapter 3 we build upon this insight and study the adoption 

process from a consumer’s first awareness of a new product to their actual adoption 

decision and the consumer’s continued usage of the product. Relatively little research 

addresses the actual decision process, though many have argued the adoption 

decision process to be critically important for progressing our understanding of 

consumer adoption (Jamieson and Bass 1989; Karahanna, Straub, and Chervany 1999; 

Rogers 2003; Van den Bulte and Lilien 2002). Studies typically incorporate the 

adoption decision as a dichotomous one. Consumers either adopt or they do not. The 

stages in the adoption process that precede the actual decision to adopt have 

received relatively little attention in the marketing literature. Essentially, innovation 

adoption theory as well as the theory of reasoned action and the theory of planned 
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behavior, incorporates stages of the consumer decision process, though when applied 

to understanding new product adoption, most studies focus only on a single stage. 

However, much can be learned from studying the patterns of influence of important 

well-established drivers of adoption throughout the decision process. For example, 

Gourville (2004) argues drivers differ due to the change in risk perception. Gourville 

(2004) builds upon prospect theory, put forward by Kahneman and Tversky (1979), 

which stresses the shifting importance of drivers throughout a decision making 

process. Different other studies also support the notion that the effects of drivers 

differ across stages of the adoption decision process (Frambach, Roest, and Krishnan 

2007; Gardial, Clemons, Woodruff, Schumann, and Burns 1994; Karahanna et al. 

1999). 

The specific objective of chapter 3 is to enhance our insights in the possible 

varying effects of adoption drivers throughout the decision process. We contribute to 

the literature by specifically addressing the transitions in the multi-staged decision 

process that consumers go through before adoption occurs to improve our 

understanding of the occurrence of non-adoption and adoption. This chapter details 

a complete decision process for 4 different new products among 862 consumers.  

 

Objectives of Chapter 4 

 Chapter 2 and 3 focus on new product acceptance at the individual consumer 

level. In chapter 4 we move to the market level and study the international takeoff of 

new products. Though adoption by individual consumers is critical to successfully 

introduce a new product, an important issue remains how to detail, measure, and 

manage new product acceptance at the market level. The Bass model is limited in 

that it is more reliable as more data observations are available, which limits its use 

for forecasting (Mahajan et al. 1990a). Marketing research that zooms in on key 

events in the product life cycle, such as sales takeoff, saddles and sales decline, does 

not suffer from this limitation. Research on takeoff focuses on new product 

acceptance at the market level. Takeoff occurs only if a sufficient number of 

consumers have accepted the new product. Hence, takeoff can be viewed as the 

‘early adoption decision’ at the market level. After takeoff has occurred the market 

has accepted the innovation.  

Research in this area is relatively new. More research is to be conducted to 

understand the impact of marketing strategies, such as price and advertising, as well 

as to learn more about the influence of social processes, i.e. word of mouth, and their 

roles throughout the stages of the life cycle of new products. The specific objectives 
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of chapter 4 are four-sided. First, we incorporate bi-monthly data to test whether the 

occurrence of takeoff holds when using more detailed sales data. Second, we model 

the effects of price and price patterns on the likelihood of takeoff. Third, we model 

the influence of seasonality and its influence on the likelihood of takeoff. Fourth, we 

compare the influence of price versus the influence of country characteristics, namely 

culture and economics. As the concept of takeoff has only been established in the 

1980s and 1990s (Golder and Tellis 1997; Gort and Klepper 1982), relatively little 

academic research has addressed this issue. Consequently our contribution to the 

literature lies in modeling the occurrence of international takeoff and the effects of 

price and price patterns. To the best of our knowledge, no study has addressed these 

issues before. 

 

1.5 Outline 

 This doctoral dissertation critically reviews studies in the field of marketing on 

consumer innovation adoption and diffusion, and is based upon three empirical 

studies presented in chapters two, three and four. Each chapter differs in terms of 

approach, theory, method and data. Table 1.1 presents a detailed overview of each. 

Chapter 2 presents an overview of the findings of over three decades of research on 

consumer innovation adoption in the field of marketing. Chapter 3 builds upon the 

insights from chapter two, and models consumers’ staged decision process and its 

key drivers. Chapter 4 addresses new product diffusion. More specifically, we model 

the occurrence of takeoff of 8 new products in 8 countries, and detail the effects of 

price and price patterns on the occurrence of takeoff. Chapter 5 provides an overview 

of the main findings of each empirical study and sets out an agenda for future 

research. 
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Table 1.1 

Overview Empirical Studies in Dissertation 

 
 

 
Chapter 2 Chapter 3 Chapter 4 

Focus Individual consumer Individual consumer Market 

General objectives To provide an overview 

of prior research on 

consumer adoption in 

the field of marketing. 

To detail the effects of 

key drivers across 

stages in the innovation 

adoption decision 

process. 

To critically review the 

occurrence of takeoff 

using disaggregate 

data, and to detail the 

influence of price 

strategy and seasonality 

on takeoff, the first 

turning point in a new 

products’ life cycle. 

Theory Innovation adoption Innovation adoption, 

Prospect theory 

Takeoff, Diffusion 

Empirical setting All research on 

consumer innovation 

adoption in marketing 

from 1970 to 2007. 

A survey amongst 862 

Dutch consumers 

reviewing 4 new 

products 

Bi-monthly sales and 

price data on eight new 

products in eight 

countries since their 

launch to September 

2006 

Data Data collected in prior 

research 

Panel Data Sales Data, Price Data, 

Country Data 

Industry Durables, FMCGs, 

Fashion, Services, etc. 

Durables (consumer 

electronics) and FMCGs 

(food) 

Consumer electronics 

Method Meta-analysis; Random 

multilevel model; 

Regression Analyses 

Logistic regression 

analysis; Proportional 

odds model 

Hazard model 
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1.5.1 Marketing Relevance  

About half of all new products fail (Gourville 2005). Though this may be due 

to inferior product design, flaws in production, inarticulate communication, or lack 

of resources, the likelihood of failure is still apparent even if these factors are not at 

play. Many companies grasp the potential of innovation, yet many struggle to 

market new products successfully and profitably (Gourville 2004; Marn, Roegner, 

and Zawada 2003). The research included in this dissertation does not solve this 

puzzle. However, it does provide helpful guidelines for managers. First, chapter 2 

provides an overview of those drivers that matter most when consumers are 

confronted with a new product. These factors should be kept in mind when 

designing and producing the new product, when pre-testing the product, and when 

designing the market communication. Moreover, these factors may be relevant when 

the new product does not deliver the success that was expected. Second, chapter 3 

shows how consumers deal with new products throughout the stages of their 

innovation decision process. If firms could, or would track how their target audience 

is distributed across stages on a regular basis, firms could greatly improve market 

communication as well as promotion by addressing the barriers and drivers that are 

specific to the stage the majority of their target audience is in. Furthermore, using this 

approach firms are challenged to address major barriers in the adoption decision 

process first. Third, chapter 4 shows how firms can monitor new product success 

across countries and markets, and how to use the pricing instrument to stimulate the 

occurrence of takeoff. More details are presented in the next chapters. 

 

1.5.2 Scope 

This dissertation focuses on new product acceptance at the consumer level and 

at the market level. Other relevant topics related to marketing new products are out 

of scope. For example, no attention is paid to idea generation (Chandy, Hopstaken, 

Narasimhan, and Prabhu 2006), new product development (Henard and Szymanski 

2001; Wind and Mahajan 1997), or the withdrawal of new products from the market 

(Boulding et al. 1997). In addition, I do not cover firms’ capacity to innovate 

(Moorman and Miner 1998), to drive markets (Jaworski, Kohli, and Sahay 2000), or to 

strategically innovate (Markides 1998).  

 

Obviously, adoption decisions have been addressed in other streams of 

literature (e.g. medical science has addressed the adoption of healthy lifestyles). 
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Other fields include agriculture, sociology, anthropology, and technology 

management. However, given the scope of this dissertation, we do not address these 

studies here. 
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Chapter 2: A Meta-Analysis of Consumer Innovation Adoption 

 

However beautiful the strategy, you should occasionally look at 

the results. 

          Winston Churchill 

 

2.1 Abstract 

This study reports upon a meta-analysis of 92 studies on the drivers of innovation 

adoption published in marketing since 1970. The authors analyze and test the correlation of 

the dominant drivers of consumers’ intention to adopt and consumers’ actual adoption 

behavior. Drivers included are Rogers’ innovation characteristics, adopter demographics, and 

adopter psychographics. The authors estimate a multilevel random effects model for each 

relationship between two constructs to test the effects of both contextual (e.g. product type, 

country) and methodological (e.g. type of respondent) moderators. Multivariate regression 

models are estimated to assess the effects of drivers on adoption intention and adoption 

behavior. Results show that consumers’ intentions to adopt are affected by different drivers 

than consumers’ adoption behavior. Innovation characteristics influence adoption intention 

and adoption behavior, yet uncertainty and compatibility drive adoption intention whereas 

relative advantage and complexity drive adoption behavior. Trialability and observability play 

a minor role.  Adopter psychographics, notably innovativeness and involvement play a key 

role in both phases, whereas adopter demographics are less important.  
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2.2 Introduction 

In the past decades, an extensive stream of research that explores the factors 

affecting the innovation adoption decision of consumers has emerged (Rogers 2003; 

Tornatzky and Klein 1982). This research has provided rich insights into consumer 

innovation adoption. However, studies are found to focus on different types of 

explained variables, among others consumers’ intention to adopt and consumers’ 

actual adoption behavior. In addition, studies vary widely with respect to the 

explanatory variables considered. This has led to different types of consumer 

innovativeness being explained, inconsistent results on how innovation adoption is 

affected, and a relative lack of attention for differences between antecedents of 

adoption intentions versus actual adoption behavior. Although previous research has 

been conducted to synthesize literature on innovation adoption, this effort dates back 

to the early 1980’s (Tornatzky and Klein 1982). Since then, a rich body of research on 

innovation adoption has been published in marketing (see e.g. Hauser et al. 2006). 

Clearly, the topic remains of undisputed importance given its relevance to 

understanding the drivers of new product success (MSI Research Priorities 2006-

2008). Taken together, both the current state of the literature on innovation adoption 

and its relevance to the marketing field provide important motivations for the need 

to synthesize research findings on the drivers of consumer innovation adoption.  

 

The objective of this chapter is to provide a systematic insight into the drivers 

of innovation adoption in a consumer context using a meta-analysis. We describe the 

main findings of 92 studies related to consumer innovation adoption published in 

marketing since 1970, analyze the influence of the methods and contexts that they 

used, and assess the overall effects of the drivers that have been investigated. In 

doing so, and consistent with the main objectives of a meta-analysis (Assmus, Farley, 

and Lehmann 1984) our study makes three major contributions. First, we identify the 

key drivers of consumer innovation adoption, with regard to both adoption intention 

and adoption behavior, and provide insight into their relative importance and 

explanatory power. Second, we assess whether methodological and/or contextual 

factors have affected the effects found on innovation adoption and, if so, how. Third, 

based upon our findings we suggest among which lines future research on consumer 

innovation adoption may proceed fruitfully.  

  

This chapter is organized as follows. First, we discuss the procedures that 

were used to conduct the literature review and the development of the database. 
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Second, we elaborate on the methods employed to analyze the data. Third, we 

present the findings of the meta-analysis pertaining both to the substantive 

information on the effects found and the existence of methodological and contextual 

moderators. We conclude with a discussion of the findings and their implications for 

future research on innovation adoption as well as for practitioners dealing with the 

marketing of new products. 

 

2.3 Database Development 

 Innovation adoption has received considerable attention in different scientific 

fields such as agriculture, economics and medicine. This meta-analysis focuses on 

studies in the marketing literature that address the adoption of new products by 

consumers. First, we will describe the scope of the body of research that underlies 

this study based upon the dependent and independent variables considered. Next, 

we discuss the approach taken to collect the studies included in the meta-analysis. 

 

2.3.1 Dependent Variables 

Innovation adoption is a complex reasoning process consisting of multiple 

stages (Gatignon and Robertson 1991; Mittelstaedt et al. 1976; Rogers 2003). What is 

generally referred to as ‘innovation adoption’ actually concerns a process through 

which an individual passes from first awareness to continued use of the innovation 

(Rogers 2003). By far most studies focus on only two types of dependent variables: a 

consumer’s intention to adopt an innovation or a consumer’s actual adoption of an 

innovation. Adoption intention refers to a consumer’s expressed desire to purchase a 

new product in the near future. It relates to the consumer’s state of mind before 

actual purchase behavior has occurred, and is based on the information and 

perceptions s/he has at that time. Studies on intention analyze consumers who intent 

to purchase, irrespective of whether purchase actually occurs, and if so, when. The 

adoption behavior stage refers to the (trial) purchase of an innovation (Rogers 2003). 

Studies on adoption behavior analyze the perceptions and characteristics of 

consumers who have already purchased the innovation relative to those who have 

not. The latter may include non-adopters who either have a high or low intention to 

adopt, or non-adopters who even lack awareness of the innovation.  

  

In our search we included all studies that focus on any stage of the adoption 

process. We did not exclude any theoretical model or methodology that is used to 
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explain consumer adoption behavior. Typically studies build upon models based on 

Rogers’ (2003) framework, the Technology Acceptance Model (Davis 1989) as well as 

on variations of the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and the Theory of Planned 

Behavior (TPB)(e.g. Lynne, Casey, Hodges, and Rahmani 1995; Moore and Benbasat 

1996; Oliver and Bearden 1985; Taylor and Todd 1995; Verhoef and Langerak 2001).  

 In a few cases, the term innovativeness was used to refer to innovation 

adoption behavior (Darden and Reynolds 1974; Summers 1971). If so, we re-coded 

the study to the appropriate stage. The concept of innovativeness has been defined in 

multiple ways and still little consensus exists (Roehrich 2004). In this study, 

innovativeness is considered a driver of adoption intention and adoption behavior as 

it captures the propensity of consumers to adopt new products (Hirschman 1980). 

Consistent with most of the literature, we refer to ‘adoption’ to reflect both 

intentional and actual behavior and we explicitly distinguish between ‘intention’ and 

‘behavior’ to reflect different explained variables. 

 

2.3.2 Independent Variables  

Throughout the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s it has much been debated which 

factors explain adoption best. Research has addressed a wide range of potential 

antecedents to explain and predict adoption. Two groups of antecedents dominate 

this research: perceived innovation characteristics and characteristics of the 

(potential) adopter (Gatignon and Robertson 1985; Meuter, Bitner, Ostrom, and 

Brown 2005; Rogers 2003; Tornatzky and Klein 1982). Innovation characteristics 

capture the dimensions along which consumers perceive innovations, whether it is a 

new product, service or process (Rogers 2003). Often these dimensions are 

represented by relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability, 

observability (Rogers 2003), and uncertainty (Ostlund 1974). Adopter characteristics 

capture all personal traits that describe the (potential) adopter of an innovation, 

which can be divided into socio-demographics and psychographics. A wide variety 

of consumer characteristics has been used in research in the past three decades 

(Gatignon and Robertson 1985; Rogers 2003; Tornatzky and Klein 1982). Frequently 

used socio-demographic characteristics are age, education, and income. 

Innovativeness, product involvement, opinion leadership, info seeking, and media 

proneness are the most often used psychographic characteristics. Table 2.1 presents 

an overview of these antecedents along with a definition of each2. 

                                                 
2 A detailed list of all identified independent variables is available in Appendix A. 
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Table 2.1 

Definition of the most frequently used antecedents of consumer innovation 

adoption 

 

Antecedent Definition 

Innovation characteristics 

Relative advantage The degree to which an innovation is perceived as being better than 

the idea it supersedes.  

Compatibility The degree to which an innovation is perceived as consistent with the 

existing values, past experiences, and needs of potential adopters, 

and fits more closely with the individual’s life style. 

Complexity (Ease of use) The degree to which an innovation is perceived as relatively difficult 

to understand and use.3  

Trialability The degree to which an innovation may be experimented with on a 

limited basis. 

Observability The degree to which the results of an innovation are visible to others. 

Uncertainty The functional, social, and/or financial consequences of purchasing 

and using an innovation cannot be established. 

Adopter characteristics 

Age The age of the (potential) adopter. 

Education The level of education a consumer has enjoyed. 

Income The income level of the (potential) adopter. 

Innovativeness The general propensity of consumers to adopt new products. 

Product involvement The degree of differentiation, familiarity, importance and 

commitment for a specified product category, not brand.  

Opinion leadership The degree to which an individual is able to influence other 

individuals’ attitudes or overt behavior informally in a desired way 

with relative frequency. This informal leadership is not a function of 

the individual’s formal position or status in the social system). 

Info seeking The extent to which one seeks information about innovations (or new 

developments, trends etc). 

Media proneness and 

media use 

The degree to which an individual is receptive for the media (and its 

opinion), as well as how often an individual uses certain media. 

 

                                                 
3 Note that in case ‘ease of use’ was used as an antecedent of adoption behavior, the relationship was 

reverse coded as ‘complexity’. 
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2.3.3 Data Collection 

A literature search was executed towards empirical studies published since 

1970 that addressed any of the stages of the innovation adoption process and related 

topics such as innovativeness and opinion leadership (see Table 2.1). We carried out 

a series of search strategies. First, a computerized bibliographic search was 

performed using ABI/INFORM, ScienceDirect, Econlit, and Kluwer Online. We 

focused on keywords such as ‘adoption’, ‘intention’, ‘innovation’ and so forth. 

Second, an issue-by-issue search was done of the International Journal of Research in 

Marketing, Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science, Journal of Business Research, 

Journal of Consumer Research, Journal of Marketing, Journal of Marketing Research, Journal 

of Product Innovation Management, Journal of Retailing, Management Science, Marketing 

Science, Proceedings of the American Marketing Association, and Proceedings of the 

European Marketing Academy Conference. Third, we scanned the World Wide Web for 

working papers. Fourth, we scanned the ELMAR mailing list for papers. Finally, we 

examined the references in the publications that were already obtained to find 

additional empirical research. Overall, we included studies from 34 different 

journals. 

The decision to include an observation in our database is based on three 

criteria. First, we include only studies reporting new empirical findings. Second, we 

restrict our analysis to consumers. We do not include studies on organizational 

adoption or studies on adoption of innovations by employees for business use. Third, 

all studies are published from 1970 onwards. 

In total we identified 92 studies. Due to insufficient data or lack of details 15 

studies could not be incorporated, resulting in 77 studies that were usable for data 

analysis. Coding was based on a standardized flexible scheme to capture all reported 

relations, and was executed by two independent coders. Note that we coded a study 

as adoption intention when the dependent variable was operationalized by asking 

respondents to rate their intention to purchase an innovation in the near future. We 

coded a study as adoption behavior when the dependent variable was operationalized 

as a purchase of the innovation. Studies on any other stage were coded accordingly. 

Over 90% of the bivariate relationships were coded similarly by both coders. Any 

remaining issues were resolved via discussion of coders and researchers. Note that 

we included every independent variable that was identified. Next we proceeded 

with those drivers that occurred at least 10 times. This cutoff point is similar to other 

meta-analyses (see e.g. Henard and Szymanski 2001). 
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2.4 Descriptive Results 

2.4.1 General Profile of the Studies 

Since 1970 a substantial amount of studies have been conducted on consumer 

innovation adoption, produced by 171 researchers. On average 2.56 papers were 

published per year, by an average of 2.18 authors per publication. Clearly, these 

numbers are illustrative of the continued relevance of the topic. The number of 

reported relations that these studies address ranges from 1 to 191. The sample size 

that is used ranges from 60 to 3687 respondents. Over 60% of the studies focus on 

analyzing a single new product. Only 10% of the studies incorporate more than 5 

new products. As a result it is unclear to what extent the reported relationships are 

idiosyncratic to the specific innovations studied.  

 

2.4.2 Dependent Variables Used  

Although our search of the literature focused on studies dealing with any 

stage in the adoption process, the studies we recovered predominantly focus on 

adoption intention or adoption behavior. Because data was too limited on other 

stages such as awareness, consideration, continued use or innovation rejection, we 

therefore focus on these two stages. We purposely do not pool both stages and their 

drivers, because intention may not always be reflecting adoption (Bemmaor 1995; 

Chandon, Morwitz, and Reinartz 2005; Jamieson and Bass 1989). Moreover, drivers 

may affect both stages differently. For example, Gardial, Clemons, Woodruff, 

Schumann, and Burns (1994) show that consumers use different attributes to evaluate 

products prior to their product purchase compared to the attributes that are used to 

evaluate the product after the purchase. Similarly, Mittal, Kumar and Tsiros (1999) 

find that consumers weigh product attributes differently over subsequent stages of 

their decision making process. Thus, prior results suggest decision drivers may act 

out differently given the stage the consumer is in. 

 

2.4.3 Independent Variables Used 

Over 200 different variables were identified that were used to explain 

consumer adoption intention and adoption behavior (see Appendix A). In general, 

these variables can be divided into innovation characteristics and adopter 

characteristics. The innovation characteristics studied most frequently pertain to 

Rogers’ (1985; 2003) framework of new product perceptions and to its perceived 

uncertainty. The number of variables used to capture adopter characteristics is 
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particularly large, as much research has been devoted to finding the traits of 

consumers that are likely to innovate. Multiple studies have related demographics 

directly to innovation adoption by consumers. These studies particularly focus on 

consumers’ age, level of education and income. Other variables that were used 

frequently include household size, gender, and family life cycle. Adopter 

psychographics are among the variables most frequently used to explain adoption. 

These include media proneness, innovativeness, opinion leadership, and 

involvement. Less frequently used variables are, for example, price consciousness, 

brand familiarity, self-confidence, dogmatism, and dating frequency. Figure 2.1 

depicts the main drivers of innovation adoption as well as the two explained 

variables that are included in the meta-analysis. 

Note that we included every single independent variable in the database. 

However, throughout our literature review, we identified several constructs with 

similar names but different operationalizations. For example, innovativeness has 

been conceptualized in the literature in multiple ways. Venkatraman and Price (1990) 

incorporate sensory innovativeness in their study, but measured this factor using 

Zuckerman’s sensation seeking scale (Zuckerman 1979). Obviously this scale differs 

from other scales for innovativeness (Roehrich 2004; Steenkamp, ter Hofstede, and 

Wedel 1999). On the other hand, we also identified several constructs with similar 

definitions but different names. For example, Rogers (2003) uses complexity, whereas 

Davis (1989) uses the term ease of use in his technology acceptance model. Hence, we 

developed a single definition for each construct (see Table 2.1) and coded each 

variable accordingly. 
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Figure 2.1 

Conceptual Model 
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2.5 Analysis 

In total, 777 measures of bivariate relations were included in the meta-

analysis. This is a satisfactory result and comparable to other meta-analyses in 

marketing (see e.g. Geyskens, Steenkamp, and Kumar 1998; Henard and Szymanski 

2001). The strength of these bivariate relationships between adoption intention, 

adoption behavior, and their various drivers, has typically been reported by means 

of correlation coefficients. Therefore, correlations are used as measures of effect size 

in the meta-analysis, as previously done by other meta-analyses in marketing 

(Geyskens et al. 1998; Henard and Szymanski 2001). Note that we converted all 

reported correlations to Fisher correlations (Hunter and Schmidt 2004), following:  

 

i
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1          (2.1) 

 

If correlation coefficients between variables were not reported, other statistical 

information (such as t-tests, F-tests, and chi-square tests) was used to calculate Fisher 

correlations (Cooper and Hedges 1994; Hunter and Schmidt 2004; Rosenthal 1991; 

Sutton 2000) (see Table 2.2). 

 

Table 2.2 

Transforming Statistics to Fisher’s r 

 

Type of effect reported Formula for translating effect to Fisher’s r 

Chi-square NXr 12
 

T-test (1 d.f.) 2/ 2 Nttr  

F-test (1 d.f.) 2/ NFFr  

F-test (> 1 d.f.) 
MSwithinMScontrastF /  

22 nLSScontrastMScontrast  

P-values NZr /  

 

The following steps were taken to further analyze the identified relations. First 

we selected all drivers for which more than 10 relations were found for further 

analysis. As a result, we needed to exclude all other stages apart from intention and 

adoption. Then, we identified and analyzed the variation in correlations of each 
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relationship by an assessment and formal test of the homogeneity of pooled effects 

and detailing the possible effects of moderators. This step was followed by an 

analysis of the relation between each driver with both adoption intention and 

adoption behavior. To do so we analyzed both bivariate and multivariate relations. 

More details of each step are discussed below. 

 

2.5.1 Homogeneity 

To assess the robustness of the relation of each driver with either adoption 

intention or adoption behavior, we first perform Q-tests to examine the homogeneity 

of the set of reported Fisher correlations with each separate driver, and reflected by 

the I2 index (Huedo-Medina, Sánchez-Meca, Marín-Martínez, and Botella 2006). Note 

that the Q-test only tests the existence of heterogeneity; it does not measure the 

degree of heterogeneity (see Appendix B). The I2 index quantifies the degree of 

heterogeneity by comparing the Q-value with its expected value assuming 

homogeneity. More specifically: 

 

%100
)1(2

Q

kQ
I ,    for Q > (k-1)     (2.2) 

02I ,     for Q < (k-1)     (2.3) 

 

The scores of the I2 index range from 0 to 1. A score of 0 implies perfect 

homogeneity, and a score close to 1 relates to substantial heterogeneity (Huedo-

Medina et al. 2006). The latter is an indication that other factors may affect the size 

and direction of the reported relationship.  

 

2.5.2 Moderation  

Research in meta-analysis shows that variances of reported effects may be 

caused by systematic differences in substantive and methodological characteristics of 

studies and of individual measures of the effect (Bijmolt and Pieters 2001; Sutton 

2000). Consequently, we estimated a multilevel random effects model for each 

reported relationship between two constructs. This type of model controls for effects 

of heterogeneity between individual studies (Bijmolt and Pieters 2001; Hox 2002), as 

this approach accounts for multiple relationships stemming from one study. In case 

multiple relationships are coded within one study, these relationships share the same 

study characteristics, such as year of publication and data collection approach. 
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Therefore moderators on the study level as well as on the relationship level may have 

an impact on the relationships found. Thus the model allows for a more fine-grained 

analysis of the impact of moderator variables. Note that we analyze the effect of each 

driver (e.g. relative advantage, compatibility) on adoption intention and on adoption 

behavior separately. 

The following model is estimated. Suppose for each study one or more 

relationships are reported, expressed as srs Rry ,...,1, . Let 
S

s sRR
1

reflect the total 

number of relationships found, and the scores on Kk ,...,1 moderator variables be 

denoted as rskx , .Then the random effects model may be expressed as: 

 
K

k

srsrskkrs uexy
1

,0 ,       (2.4) 

 

where the error terms rse  and su are assumed to have a normal distribution 

with a mean of zero and variances of 2

e  and 2

u .  

 

In the model we account for possible moderating effects of contextual and 

methodological differences between studies (Hedges and Olkin 1985). First, we 

include a dummy variable for product type (durable versus non-durable) to capture 

potential contextual differences. Most studies on adoption intention and adoption 

behavior focus on one or more durables, such as solar panels (Labay and Kinnear 

1981), an innovative car engine (Feldman and Armstrong 1975), as well as a range of 

consumer electronics and appliances (Holak 1988; Holak and Lehmann 1990). Other 

frequently studied innovations are fashion (Painter and Pinegar 1971) and FMCGs 

such as freeze dried coffee,  personal care (e.g. Gillette Mach3), and cleaning 

products (e.g. Febreze) (Gielens and Steenkamp 2007; Green and Langeard 1975). 

Note that we define durables as products for which consumers need to pay only once 

to own the new product and to continue using it. Fashion was coded as non-durable 

because of its temporal nature. Consumers pay only once for fashion goods, but their 

value is often limited to a certain time frame (Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, and Welch 

1992). FMCGs may be used multiple times, e.g. shampoo, but need to be re-

purchased to use on an ongoing basis. In order to assess methodological differences, 

we account for the type of respondent (student versus non-student), as many studies, 

in particular in the 1970s, relied on data gathered among students. Second, we 

incorporate the type of statistical data that we used to estimate correlations as 
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different studies did not directly report correlations, yet provided sufficient data to 

calculate correlations (e.g. t-tests, chi-square tests, F-tests, or p-values). Third, we 

account for the country in which the research was executed, because countries may 

differ in the role that various drivers play in the adoption process (Steenkamp et al. 

1999). Fourth, we account for the year of publication. Fifth, we incorporate the 

approach used in each study to create a sample and collect data. Note that not each 

set of relationships showed sufficient variation on each of these moderators. If not, 

moderators were excluded from the analysis.  

 

Analyses of Effect Sizes 

For each pair of constructs, we calculated the pooled correlation coefficient to 

assess the strength of each bivariate relationship using the procedures suggested by 

Sutton (2000, p. 73-76). This approach increases the weight on more precise estimates, 

as all study effects are weighted by an estimate of the inverse of their variance. The 

procedure is further described in Appendix B. Next, based upon the conceptual 

framework derived from the literature on innovation adoption (see Figure 2.1) and 

the availability of sufficient relationships between drivers, we estimated multivariate 

regression models to analyze the relationships between the innovation antecedents 

and adoption intention and adoption behavior. Note that throughout the adoption 

literature, relatively little research has addressed the interaction between innovation 

characteristics and adopter characteristics. Little insight exists into the extent to 

which perceptions of innovation characteristics held by consumers are affected by 

such factors as age, education, innovativeness or media proneness. Consequently, 

our database does not contain a full correlation matrix of all major drivers of 

intention and behavior. Hence we estimate separate regression models for three 

groups of drivers for which correlation matrices are complete, namely innovation 

characteristics, adopter demographics, and adopter psychographics, for each of the 

explained variables, adoption intention and adoption behavior4. This is particularly 

relevant in multivariate regression analysis because it accounts for dependencies 

between drivers, because we incorporate the correlations among them. We used a 

pooled correlation matrix of weighted average correlations of the selected variables 

to estimate each model, and the mean sample size of each of these pooled sets of 

relationships to compute standard errors. 

                                                 
4 Note that info seeking and media proneness occurred frequently in our data (> 10 times). However, 

too few inter-correlations with other drivers were available. Hence we excluded info seeking and 

media proneness from the multivariate regression analysis. 
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The models can be specified as follows: 

 

i

i

UNCEROBSTRIAL

COMPLEXCOMPATRELADVfisher

654

3210
              (2.5a) 

iINCOMEEDUAGEfisher 10987                            (2.5b) 

iOPILEADPRODINVINNOVATfisher 14131211                        (2.5c) 

  

 

2.6 Findings 

2.6.1 Homogeneity  

Each pair wise relationship between antecedents and adoption intention and 

adoption behavior is tested to determine whether the set of observed correlation 

coefficients can be considered homogeneous or not. The I2 index shows that different 

relations are heterogeneous (see Table 2.3 and Table 2.4). In addition, for most 

drivers, we find both positive and negative correlations with adoption intention and 

adoption behavior. In the next section, we analyze the extent to which we can explain 

these findings by analyzing possible moderators of these effects. 

 

2.6.2 Moderator Analysis 

Table 2.3 and Table 2.4 reveal that contextual and methodological moderators 

partly explain the variation of effect sizes reported in the literature. Based on the 

squared correlation between the actual and the predicted Fisher transformed 

correlations, we find an average R-square of 55%. 

Our analyses show that correlations vary between durables and non-durables. 

We find a significant effect for complexity (.50), age (.34), opinion leadership (-.94), 

and media proneness (-.74) with respect to adoption intention. With regard to 

complexity, this may be due to the fact that consumers may expect to encounter more 

complexity when faced with durables compared to non-durables. In fact, prior to 

purchase, consumers favor more features on a product, and are likely to be attracted 

by a wide set of features (Thompson, Hamilton, and Rust 2005). Since durables 

typically have more features, complexity is likely to play a different role. Age has a 

stronger effect on intention in case of durables compared to non-durables. Despite 

the many efforts to detail the effects of age, results are mixed and unclear (Im, Bayus, 

and Mason 2003; Steenkamp and Gielens 2003). Opinion leadership and media 

proneness are relatively less important in case of durables. With regard to opinion 
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leadership this may be caused by the strong effect of opinion leadership for non-

durables, particularly fashion. Media proneness may play a lesser important role in 

case of durables because consumers are less likely to act immediately in case of a 

durable. In case of FMCGs, media might trigger a bigger interest and be much more 

central to the formation of innovation perceptions. Though we find no significant 

effects of durables with respect to adoption behavior at the .05 level, we do find a 

significant effect for complexity (.32), age (.25), and media proneness (.84) at the .10 

level. This is in line with the effects on intention. Again complexity and age are more 

important in case of durables than non-durables. Media proneness is also more 

important in case of adoption behavior with regard to durables, and has an opposite 

effect compared to intention. This implies that when consumers actually adopt an 

innovative durable, media plays an important role. With regard to non-durables, 

media proneness is likely to drive consumer intention, and to a lesser extent 

consumer behavior.  

Most methodological factors play a minor role in explaining the observed 

variation as few relations were significantly (p < .05) affected. The type of respondent 

that was used to study adoption behavior shows only a moderately significant effect 

on media proneness (-.04). In case we need to use p-values to estimate a relation, 

relative advantage (-.40), complexity (-.05), and info seeking (.04) were affected. This 

result implies that the relation between these antecedents and adoption intention 

may be underestimated. Still, apart from relative advantage, effects are small. No 

other relation was significantly affected by the method used. Relations were not 

affected by the sample used, e.g. students. Similarly, if data was gathered in 

countries other than the US, only complexity shows a moderately significant effect (-

.14). Finally, the year of publication had no significant effect on any relation with 

regard to intention, whereas we find a moderately significant (p < .10) effect for 

uncertainty (-.02) and media proneness (-.06) for adoption behavior. However, the 

actual effects are very close to zero. Moreover we use the deviation from the mean as 

moderator, so the actual effects on the reported correlations are small.  

Overall, the moderator analysis indicates that the use of durables may have a 

small but significant effect on the reported relations. Methodological moderators 

show neither consistent nor strong influence across antecedents. With the exception 

of product type, these findings suggest that the effects of the independent variables 

on adoption intention and behavior, although heterogeneous, are not likely to be 

systematically affected by contextual or methodological moderators.  
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Table 2.3 

Results Moderator Analysis – Adoption Intention 

 
INTENTION I2 Intercept Durablesa Respondentb Statisticc Samplingd Countrye Yearf 

Innovation characteristics 

Relative advantage 0.97 0.02 (1.45) 1.20 (3.06) 0.03 (0.41) -0.40 (0.04) -0.94 (1.87) -0.84 (1.73) 0.12 (0.24) 

Compatibility 0.94 -2.39 (1.72) 2.35 (1.67) -0.65 (0.36) n.a. 0.23 (0.33) n.a. 0.22 (0.13) 

Complexity 0.87 -0.55 (0.24) 0.50 (0.20) 0.11 (0.10) -0.05 (0.02) 0.05 (0.06) -0.14 (0.06) 0.02 (0.02) 

Trialability 0.71 0.32 (1.35) -0.30 (1.25) -0.42 (0.23) n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.01 (0.10) 

Observability 0.70 -0.84 (1.47) 0.82 (1.37) -0.48 (0.25) n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.09 (0.11) 

Uncertainty 0.94 -0.84 (0.66) 0.79 (0.71) 0.64 (2.21) n.a. n.a. n.a. -0.05 (0.11) 

Adopter characteristics 

Age 0.90 -0.29 (0.09) 0.34 (0.10) n.a. 0.04 (0.07) n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Education 0.87 0.19 (0.14) -0.20 (0.17) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Income 0.00 -0.06 (0.05) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Innovativeness 0.99 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Opinion leadership 0.00 1.04 (0.03) -0.94 (0.04) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Info seeking 0.98 0.08 (0.01) n.a. n.a. 0.04 (0.01) n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Product involvement 0.00 1.28 (0.17) -1.26 (0.20) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Media proneness 0.96 0.84 (0.02) -0.74 (0.02) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Note that I2 represent the extent of homogeneity of the reported effects. Intercept, durables, respondent, statistic, sampling, county, and year are explanatory 

variables to explain differences between the fisher correlations found. The table lists the found effects and their standard error between parentheses. Effects in 

bold are significant at the 5% level and in italics and bold at the 10% level 

 
    a Durable = 1; all other products = 0 
    b Respondent: Student = 1; All other respondents are 0. 
    c Statistical data: p-value = 1, all other data = 0. 
    d Sampling: Mail = 1; all other procedures = 0 
    e Country: US = 1; all other countries = 0 
    f Year: for each relationship we include difference between the year of publication and the sample mean. 

 

Fit indices are listed in Appendix C 
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Table 2.4 

Results Moderator Analysis – Adoption Behavior 

 
BEHAVIOR I2 Intercept Durablesa Respondentb Statisticc Samplingd Countrye Yearf 

Innovation characteristics 

Relative advantage 0.91 0.23 (0.08) -0.25 (0.14) 0.10 (0.40) 0.60 (0.60) n.a. n.a. 0.04 (0.04) 

Compatibility 0.82 0.37 (0.20) -0.03 (0.32) 0.27 (0.35) -0.22 (0.40) n.a. n.a. 0.00 (0.02) 

Complexity 0.93 -0.40 (0.08) 0.32 (0.10) -0.21 (0.12) n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.00 (0.01) 

Trialability 0.77 -0.11 (0.11) 0.10 (0.13) 0.44 (0.15) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Observability 0.92 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Uncertainty 0.81 -0.28 (0.08) 0.23 (0.14) n.a. 0.00 (0.06) n.a. n.a. -0.02 (0.01) 

Adopter Characteristics 

Age 0.96 -0.08 (0.09) 0.25 (0.13) n.a. -0.05 (0.16) 0.11 (0.42) 0.12 (0.20) 0.00 (0.01) 

Education 0.93 0.24 (0.11) -0.01 (0.11) -0.03 (0.29) -0.18 (0.22) n.a. -0.39 (0.29) 0.01 (0.01) 

Income 0.88 0.21 (0.05) 0.09 (0.06) 0.27 (0.17) -0.16 (0.10) n.a. -0.16 (0.13) 0.01 (0.01) 

Innovativeness 0.96 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Opinion leadership 0.78 0.36 (0.13) -0.12 (0.11) n.a. -0.09 (0.11) -0.04 (0.18) -0.09 (0.19) 0.00 (0.01) 

Info seeking 0.85 0.31 (0.22) 0.29 (0.35) -0.09 (0.37) -0.47 (0.31) 0.26 (0.43) -0.29 (0.51) 0.00 (0.01) 

Product involvement 0.90 0.66 (0.33) 0.00 (0.37) -0.26 (0.54) -0.57 (0.44) n.a. n.a. 0.00 (0.02) 

Media proneness 0.96 -0.66 (0.46) 0.84 (0.51) -0.04 (0.08) 0.03 (0.14) -0.26 (0.16) n.a. -0.06 (0.03) 

Note that I2 represent the extent of homogeneity of the reported effects. Intercept, durables, respondent, statistic, sampling, county, and year are explanatory 

variables to explain differences between the fisher correlations found. The table lists the found effects and their standard error between parentheses. Effects in 

bold are significant at the 5% level and in italics and bold at the 10% level 

 
   a Durable = 1; all other products = 0 
   b Respondent: Student = 1; All other respondents are 0. 
   c Statistical data: p-value = 1, all other data = 0. 
   d Sampling: Mail = 1; all other procedures = 0 
   e Country: US = 1; all other countries = 0 
   f Year: for each relationship we include difference between the year of publication and the sample mean. 

 

   Fit indices are listed in Appendix C. 
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2.6.3 Effect Sizes of Adoption Intention and Adoption Behavior Drivers 

The weighted average correlation, significance, and cumulative sample size 

per bivariate relation are presented in Table 2.5. The moderator analysis suggests that 

effect sizes may be contingent upon product type. However, too few data points are 

available to estimate separate models for durables and non-durables. Results of the 

multivariate regression models are reported in Table 2.6. Below we elaborate on the 

results of both the bivariate and the multivariate analyses.  

 

 With regard to adoption intention, we find innovation characteristics to be 

important drivers. A regression model, using only innovation characteristics, 

explains 36% of the observed variance for intention. Uncertainty is the most 

important driver. It has the highest bivariate correlation with adoption intention. 

Compatibility is a highly important positive driver of intention. The perceived 

relative advantage also positively influences adoption intention, yet is less important. 

These results imply that the perceived ‘fit’ between the new product and the 

potential adopter is more important than the actual perceived advantages of the new 

product. We find complexity to positively drive intention (at the 10% level), instead 

of hampering it. Trialability has a small effect on intention, whereas the effect of 

observability on intention is not significant. Thus we find only partial support for 

Rogers’ (2003) generalized framework of adoption drivers with respect to intentional 

behavior. The results based on the multivariate analyses are fairly consistent with the 

central tendencies (see Table 2.5 and 2.6). However, the bivariate analysis shows 

trialability and observability are non significant, complexity is only significant at the 

0.10 level.  

With regard to adopter characteristics, we find a poor fit for adopter 

demographics; age and income proof to be significant but have relatively little 

explanatory power. Education is not significant. In addition, the bivariate analysis 

shows no significant relations between adopter demographics and intention. We do 

find adopter psychographics to be highly important for explaining consumer 

intentions. In the regression analysis, these variables explain 59% of the variance. The 

most relevant drivers are in particular consumers’ intrinsic motivation to seek 

innovation and learning expressed in information seeking and media proneness. 

Opinion leadership is non-significant in the regression analysis. Taken together, 

these results confirm the view that adopter demographics are less important 

compared to adopter psychographics and innovation characteristics. 
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 For many drivers, the impact on adoption behavior differs from their impact 

on adoption intention. With regard to adoption behavior, we find innovation 

characteristics to be important drivers of adoption, although their explanatory power 

is substantially lower than we found for the intention model (10% of the observed 

variance of adoption behavior, versus 36% of adoption intention). The most 

important driver for adoption behavior is consumers’ perception of the relative 

advantage of the new product, followed by complexity being the most important 

inhibitor. Complexity thus has an opposing effect compared to its effect on adoption 

intention, where we found it to be a small yet positive driver. In the adoption stage 

complexity is no longer a stimulator, but changes its role to being an adoption 

barrier. Perceived compatibility is important, but its effect size based on the bivariate 

results, is substantially lower than in the case of adoption intention. Uncertainty has 

a small negative effect. Trialability and observability are significant though show 

small effects on adoption.  Similar to Tornatzky and Klein (1982), we find that 

relative advantage and compatibility are highly correlated. Given their importance in 

explaining intention and adoption, more attention should be paid to their 

discriminant validity.  

 

With respect to the adopter characteristics, we find support for the effects of 

both age (negative) and income (positive) in the expected direction. Education is of 

less importance (not significant in the bivariate analysis; significant but with a very 

small effect size in the multivariate model). Again the adopter psychographics are 

more important compared to the adopters’ demographics. New product 

involvement, innovativeness, and opinion leadership, which all relate to a 

consumer’s intrinsic engagement with the new product and the product category 

stimulate adoption. The regression shows a similar fit (.10) for adopter 

psychographics as for innovation characteristics implying that both types of drivers 

contribute equally to explain adoption behavior.  
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Table 2.5 

Results Bivariate Correlations of Innovation Adoption Drivers and Adoption Intention/Behavior 

 

Dependent variable INTENTION BEHAVIOR 

Independent variable Range 

Weighted 

average 

correlation 

P-

value 

Z 

statistic 

Cumulative 

Na Range 

Weighted 

average 

correlation 

P-

value 

Z 

statistic 

Cumulative 

Na 

Innovation characteristics           

Rel. advantage -0.13 / 0.68 0.18 0.00 5.69 32007 (54) 0.04 / 0.65 0.25 0.00 4.31 4077 (14) 

Compatibility -0.01 / 0.59 0.34 0.00 4.19 3024 (8) -0.06 / 0.58 0.13 0.00 3.35 4466 (15) 

Complexity -0.40 / 0.25 0.04 0.10 1.72 17514 (26) -0.57 / 0.00 -0.23 0.01 3.45 3850 (8) 

Trialability -0.01 / 0.40 0.07 0.14 1.72 2609 (7) -0.11 / 0.32 0.00 0.95 0.07 3072 (5) 

Observability -0.05 / 0.34 0.04 0.37 0.97 2609 (7) -0.27 / 0.49 0.05 0.44 0.82 3604 (7) 

Uncertainty -0.72 / 0.06 -0.44 0.00 7.60 5183 (27) -0.34 / 0.26 -0.07 0.00 4.33 28142 (62) 

           

Adopter characteristics           

Age -0.27 / 0.17 0.03 0.49 0.74 5760 (7) -0.57 / 0.26 -0.07 0.04 2.14 23510 (31) 

Education -0.11 / 0.19 0.05 0.52 0.77 2160 (3) -0.28 / 0.42 0.04 0.25 1.20 11708 (20) 

Income -0.06 / 0.00 -0.01 0.52 0.72 2126 (4) -0.08 / 0.37 0.10 0.00 3.57 11319 (19) 

Product involvement -0.07 / 0.85 0.31 0.29 1.27 2152 (4) 0.06 / 0.74 0.33 0.00 4.53 5561 (9) 

Innovativeness 0.76 / 0.76 0.76 - 19.11 360 (1) -0.18 / 0.36 0.19 0.00 7.98 9748 (28) 

Opinion leadership 0.07 / 0.77 0.33 0.12 2.19 3060 (4) 0.02 / 0.65 0.21 0.00 8.12 11748 (26) 

Info seeking 0.07 / 0.10 0.09 0.00 16.55 2700 (3) 0.01 / 0.45 0.20 0.00 4.01 4279 (16) 

Media proneness 0.07 / 0.68 0.20 0.03 2.91 5760 (7) -0.24 / 0.28 0.06 0.00 3.27 10723 (52) 
 

a Combined sample size available for each set of relations with number of identified relations within parentheses. 
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Table 2.6 

Results Multivariate Regression Analyses of Innovation Adoption Drivers and Adoption Intention/Behavior 

 

 

 

Dependent variable INTENTION BEHAVIOR 

Independent variable Beta S.E. T-value Prob Fit Beta S.E. T-value Prob Fit 

Innovation characteristics                     

Relative advantage n.a.         0.21 0.01 20.7 <.01   

Compatibility 0.41 0.01 37.9 <.01   n.a.         

Complexity 0.21 0.01 18.6 <.01   -0.20 0.01 -18.4 <.01   

Trialability 0.06 0.01 6.2 <.01   -0.05 0.01 -4.7 <.01   

Observability 0.00 0.01 0.2 0.88   -0.04 0.01 -3.6 <.01   

Uncertainty -0.47 0.01 -45.5 <.01 0.36 -0.04 0.01 -3.8 <.01 0.10 

Adopter demographics                     

Age 0.04 0.01 2.7 <.01   -0.06 0.01 -5.4 <.01   

Education 0.06 0.01 4.5 <.01   0.02 0.01 2.0 0.05   

Income -0.02 0.01 -1.2 0.23 0.00 0.09 0.01 8.8 <.01 0.01 

Adopter psychograpics                     

Product Involvement 0.73 0.01 86.0 <.01   0.12 0.01 11.1 <.01   

Innovativeness 0.11 0.01 13.6 <.01   0.17 0.01 16.5 <.01   

Opinion leadership -0.01 0.01 -1.5 0.14 0.59 0.19 0.01 18.8 <.01 0.10 
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2.7 Discussion 

This study provides an overview of the key drivers of consumer innovation 

adoption with regard to both adoption intention and adoption behavior. Here we 

discuss our most relevant findings.   

The relative importance of innovation characteristics for intention reflects 

those for adoption behavior only to some degree. Relative advantage and 

compatibility are important for both intention and behavior. The impact of 

trialability and observability seems limited. Uncertainty dominates consumers’ 

intention, but has less influence on behavior.  This result can be explained by loss 

aversion theory that shows that consumers who have not yet decided upon a 

purchase will attach more weight to potential losses than to gains (Kahneman and 

Tversky 1979). For example, Ajzen and Sexton (1999) show that negatively perceived 

product characteristics become more important as the anxiety of making the decision 

draws near. Complexity has a positive effect on intention, yet has a strong negative 

impact on adoption. So though consumers’ perception of a new products’ complexity 

may appear to trigger interest in case of intention, the perceived complexity may 

prevent a consumer to move to adoption. Thompson, Hamilton, and Rust (2005) 

show consumers tend to focus on new product capabilities, expressed in extensive 

lists of features, more than on usability prior to purchase compared to after use. As a 

result consumers tend to choose overly complex products. In psychology, there has 

been much debate on the link between complexity and interest (Berlyne 1971; 

Messinger 1998). Results imply a curvilinear positive relationship between 

complexity and interest, implying that as complexity increases, people’s 

interestedness also increases. Only in case of ´extreme´ complexity do people 

consider it to be a disadvantage. Our findings suggest the role of complexity as a 

‘trigger of interest’ for adoption intention versus its role as a barrier for adoption 

behavior (Berlyne 1971). This finding is surprising, yet not uncommon in the 

marketing literature. Holak (1988) and Parker and Sarvary (1996) report significant 

positive effects of complexity on intention.  

The key drivers identified in prior research, i.e. relative advantage, 

compatibility, complexity, uncertainty, and innovativeness influence adoption 

intention and adoption behavior differently. Moreover the multitude of drivers 

incorporated in prior research have advanced the field, yet too little attention has 

been paid to improving our understanding of adoption as a process, detailing the 

stages that consumers go through, and analyzing the drivers that affect each stage. 

Hence, adoption intention and adoption behavior should be separately incorporated 
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in academic research on consumers´ adoption behavior to progress our 

understanding of both. 

The attention for broadening our understanding of innovation characteristics 

is relatively small compared to the research conducted on adopter characteristics. 

However, our findings raise two interesting issues with regard to the widely 

established framework of Rogers (2003). First, relative advantage and compatibility 

are highly correlated and our results indicate their discriminant validity is low. 

Tornatzky and Klein (1982) identified the same issue. A new product’s relative 

advantage may in part depend on its compatibility with the potential adopter’s 

needs. However, compatibility captures the extent to which the new product fits in 

with prior experiences and existing values, whereas relative advantage captures the 

extent to which the product supersedes the benefits of the existing product, if any 

(Rogers 2003). Thus, though these concepts are conceptually independent, our results 

imply that in prior research these concepts may overlap too much. Second, 

trialability and observability play only a modest role. Prior research suggests both 

may be important drivers of adoption (Rogers 2003). Still, we do not find any 

convincing evidence. Overall, these results imply Rogers’ framework (Rogers 2003) 

may need a critical review to reflect on these results.  

With regard to adopter characteristics, we find limited support for the impact 

of demographics. The effects of demographics have been subject of debate for a long 

time. Uhl et al. (1970) argue that laggards are not that different in terms of 

demographics than innovators, yet view innovations as unproven and therefore too 

risky. Green et al. (1974) show that multi-category innovators cannot be 

distinguished from single category innovators based on demographics alone (See 

also Donnelly and Etzel 1973). Still, Im et al. (2003) find significant effects of age and 

income. Steenkamp and Gielens (2003) show that the moderating roles of market 

factors, such as the number of brands in a market, have a strong effect on the 

influence of age and income, resulting in non significant main effects.  

Adopter psychographics are important drivers of both adoption intention and 

adoption behavior. Innovativeness, opinion leadership and product involvement 

have strong positive impact on intention and adoption. These results justify the 

research targeted at disentangling opinion leadership and innovativeness. For 

example innovativeness has been conceptualized in many different ways (Roehrich 

2004). Still, relatively little research is conducted with respect to product 

involvement. Furthermore it is unclear how the role of psychographics is affected by 

the type of product or other contingencies. Though Feick and Price (1987) show 
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certain types of consumers may actually seek out innovations across categories, 

relatively few insights have been created into the width and depth of consumer 

innovativeness across products, markets and over time (See also Hauser et al. 2006). 

Finally, though a great deal of research has addressed adopter characteristics, 

relatively little is known about the extent to which interaction effects between 

innovation characteristics and adopter characteristics occur, and if so, when these 

interactions are relevant. 

Our extensive review of the literature shows that many antecedents of 

adoption behavior have been considered in the literature. Relatively little is known 

about contingencies and interdependent effects of variables that affect consumer 

innovative behavior. Moreover, given the number of different drivers used in 

research, only few drivers dominate. In the course of the adoption decision process, 

consumers learn more about the new product and adapt their perceptions 

accordingly (Wilton and Pessemier 1981). We suspect that these updated perceptions 

may lead to a changed view on the expected consequences of new product adoption 

and are of key importance for consumers to move from one stage to the next. The 

findings may help clarify why so many different results and effects have been 

reported in the literature. Context factors, especially the type of products used in a 

study (e.g. durable, FMCG, other), may affect the influence of some variables. Most 

studies focus on only a small set of products. 

 

2.7.1 Managerial Implications 

Though the findings of this meta-analysis predominantly reflect on past 

scientific research, this study also creates new valuable insights for practitioners that 

are involved in the development and marketing of new products at present. First, 

companies often perform pre-tests to analyze the potential of new products 

(Jamieson and Bass 1989; Urban and Hauser 1993). To do so, companies may 

measure consumers’ reported intentions and their feedback with regard to the new 

product’s characteristics, and use those to further improve the product and draft 

their advertising and PR strategy. Though these pre-tests may lead to valuable 

insights, firms need to realize that consumers focus on different new product 

characteristics when stating their intentions (Jamieson and Bass 1989). For example, a 

new products’ perceived complexity may not surface as a problem until consumers 

actually start using the product. Hence, managers need to be careful when using 

stated intentions to further develop the product or to forecast sales (Infosino 1986). 
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Second, as the factors that drive adoption intention differ from the factors that 

drive adoption behavior, new products that score high on consumer intention may 

not necessarily do well with regard to actual adoption. In other words, though many 

consumers may be interested, sales may remain rather low. In that case firms should 

not zoom in on drivers that discriminate between consumers high or low on 

adoption intention. Instead, firms need to understand what causes this variation and 

how they can predict and control the actual adoption of new products. Our results 

show that firms should focus on innovation characteristics, particularly relative 

advantage and complexity. Furthermore, the chances of adoption behavior increase 

in case the firm targets consumers who score high on different adopter 

characteristics, namely opinion leadership, innovativeness and new product 

involvement. Targeting consumers based on a demographic profile is likely to be less 

effective. 

 

2.7.2 Limitations 

Any meta-analysis is limited by the availability and quality of the original 

studies, which should be taken in mind when interpreting the results presented here. 

First, not all studies provided sufficient data for correlations to be derived. As a 

result not all studies that were identified could be used in our model estimates. 

Consequently, our model incorporates only two stages of the adoption process, and 

we are unable to estimate a regression model for all variables simultaneously. 

Second, few studies provide the inter correlations between all drivers of their study. 

Throughout the literature relatively little research is conducted with respect to the 

interaction between drivers of consumer innovation adoption. Third, a meta-analysis 

is limited by the moderators that can be derived from the extant literature. The 

moderators that we coded are unable to explain all variance in the correlations, 

which implies additional moderators are likely to exist. Few studies address the 

explicit role of the products under study. In addition, most studies only incorporate 

only one innovation.  

 

2.7.3 Future Research 

More research is needed to detail the adoption process itself, and the set of 

antecedents that affect each decision within the adoption process. Given the 

complexity of the innovation adoption decision process, relatively little research has 

focused on the adoption process itself (For exceptions see Moreau, Lehmann, and 
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Markman 2001; Olshavsky and Spreng 1996; Veryzer 1998). With regard to 

innovation characteristics, research is needed to disentangle the effects of relative 

advantage and compatibility. Our results show a very strong correlation between 

both drivers. Furthermore, we find a positive effect of complexity on adoption 

intention and a strong negative effect on adoption behavior. More research is needed 

to understand this dual role of complexity. Why and when does complexity create 

interest and awareness and when does it hamper the success of new products? 

Uncertainty has an opposite role compared to complexity. It is highly relevant in case 

of adoption intention but it is far less relevant in case of adoption behavior. We find 

no significant effects for observability and trialability. With regard to adopter 

characteristics, our results imply few adopter psychographics are of key importance 

for adoption to occur, especially consumer innovativeness and involvement. Adopter 

demographics offer little explanatory power. Our data did not permit for an analysis 

of the possible interactions between innovation characteristics and adopter 

characteristics. This seems a fruitful area of research because it may help to 

understand the role of adopter characteristics and their role with regard to how 

consumers develop a perception of new products.  

Few studies address the antecedents of the early stages of consumer’s 

innovation adoption decision such as awareness and consideration (Rogers 2003). 

Since first awareness of an innovation motivates consumers to learn more about an 

innovation, it seems worthwhile to study which factors trigger consumers to move 

from awareness to the evaluation of the innovation (Gatignon and Robertson 1985; 

Rogers 2003; Van den Bulte and Lilien 2002). 

As research on innovation adoption tends to focus on a limited set of products, 

future studies also need to incorporate multiple innovations to help generalize 

findings. First, our results show that the drivers of adoption behavior may be 

influenced by the type of product under study. Second, a fairly selected set of 

products is typically used. Most studies incorporate goods. Services, despite their 

apparent presence in today’s markets, are rarely studied. Hence a more diverse set of 

products may enhance our insights into the effects of new products.  

In addition, we came upon few studies that incorporated a comprehensive set 

of antecedents of adoption. Conversely, we found an abundance of antecedents that 

are postulated to affect adoption. Future research should strive for a stronger focus 

on in-depth understanding of fewer adoption process drivers, and create more 

insights into contingencies and interdependencies across these key drivers. This 

meta-analysis provides guidelines as to which drivers matter most for both adoption 
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intention and adoption behavior, and suggests both should be analyzed separately 

by managers and academics. 

Though important insights have been created in over three decades of 

research, this study reveals different valuable opportunities for future research exist 

that will greatly enhance our understanding of consumer adoption behavior. This 

study shows consumer adoption intention and adoption behavior are dominated by 

different key drivers. Moreover only few drivers prove to be relevant in capturing 

adoption intention and adoption behavior. Future research should address other 

stages of adoption as well. 
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Appendix A: List of Independent Variables Not Included in the Model  

Variables     

Act of purchasing Home ownership Price conscious 

Additional PC hardware Homebody Price ratio 

Additional PC software Housework enthusiast Price sensitivity 

Advising others Husband's dissatisfaction Primary PC purchaser 

Aesthetic enthusiast Image Primary PC user 

Amount paid for clothing items Impulsiveness Product class interest 

Amount spent per date Impulsivity Product Interest 

Amount spent socially Individualism Purchase frequency 

Apiracy Info provision Purchasing pc's for organization 

Appearance - consciousness Informal gatherings Purdue student newspaper 

Arousel-seeking tendency Information search habits Racism 

Attitude toward change Information seeker Rank-order preference 

Attitude towards the past Inner-directedness Reference persons 

Awareness Intellectual interest Reliance on others 

Brand familiarity Intrinsic satisfaction Reputation 

Brand switching Involvement Result demonstrability 

Category acquisitiveness Knowledge of new 

developments 

Resultant conservation 

Cigarette smoking Low price Resultant self-enhancement 

Clothing expenditure Low speed Risk propensity 

Club participation Magazine subscriptions Satisfaction   

Cogitive innovativeness Major subject area Satisfaction with finances 

Cognitive absorption Manipulate superordinate group 

outcomes 

Satisfaction with PC 

Communicated experience Marital status Satisfaction with status quo 

Community concerned Marketplace attractiveness Self-concept 

Community mindedness Masculinity Self-confidence 

Computer attitudes Media importance for browsing / 

shopping 

Self-efficacy 

Consumer ethnocentrism Media importance for free 

samples 

Self-esteem 

Consumer independent 

judgement making 

Media importance for magazines Self-perceived handsomeness 

Consumer novelty seeking Media importance for 

newspapers 

Sensation seeking 

Convenience  Media importance for radio Sensory innovativeness 

Convenience prone Media importance for relatives / 

friends 

Sexual liberalism 

Cosmetics familiarity Media importance for 

salespeople 

Shopping enjoyment 

Creativity - curiosity Media importance for television Signal use 

Credit user Mobility Size of wardrobe 

Culinary enthusiast Monetary value Sociability 

Current use PC / hours per week 

on pc 

Narcissism Social character 

Dating frequency Need for cognition Social desirability 

Degree of newness Neurotic tendencies Social identity function 

Demonstration time (with prior New brand tryer Social participation 
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information) 

Demonstration time (without 

prior information) 

New is wasteful Social risk taking 

Depressive / Self-depreciating New Yorker Source of information 

Dissatisfaction of other family 

members 

Newness / novelty Spending on products 

Dogmatism Newsweek Sport Illustrated 

Dwelling Normative influences Sports enthusiast 

Early awareness Normative outcomes Stated affect 

Early purchases Norms (general) Student activism 

Efficacy Norms (towards piracy) Style consciousness 

Effort savings Number of business magazines 

read 

Style familiarity 

Effort to suntan early Number of company' magazines 

read 

Style of processing 

Electric product ownership / 

usage 

Number of rock dances attended 

this year 

Style variety ownership 

Enjoyment risk Number of software programs 

used 

Subjective norm 

Esquire Occupation Sunday NY Times 

Evaluating pc's for organization Organization membership Susceptibility to interpersonal 

influence 

Exhibitionism Other-directedness Technology usage 

Existing habits Outcome expectancy Time   

Expected future use PC Parent ownership Time pressure 

Expected price Participation in related activities Time savings 

Experimentation Perceived behavioral control Time spent in everyday activities 

Expertise Perceived dancing ability Total acquisitiveness 

Exposure time Perceived time Total product ownership 

Exterior design Perceived visibility Travel  

Facilitating conditions Performance & economic risk TV viewship 

Family members Performance attribution Type of dancing preferred 

Fashion conscious Personal competence Uncertainty avoidance 

Fashion interest Personal outcomes Uniqueness 

Financial optimist Personal regret Ussage patterns PC 

Financial risk Physical effort Value for money 

Gentlemen's quarterly Play golf Visibility 

Good fuel economy Playboy Voluntariness 

Gregariousness Playfullness Waste of money 

Heavy telephone user Poor warranty What friends think 

High safety Perceived price Working status 
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Appendix B: Q-test & Steps Taken To Calculate Central Tendencies 
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Appendix C: Fit Of Moderator Analyses 

 

 

INTENTION 
-2 Log 

Likelihood 
AIC AICC BIC 

Innovation Char. 

Relative advantage -48.8 -44.8 -44.4 -44.9 

Compatibility 2.6 4.6 8.6 4.2 

Complexity -39.7 -35.7 -34.7 -35.8 

Trialability -9 -5 7 -6.3 

Observability -8.8 -4.8 7.2 -6 

Uncertainty -3.3 -1.3 -1.1 -1.9 

Adopter Char. 

Age -5.7 -3.7 -1.7 -5 

Education -0.4 1.6 5.6 0.3 

Income -10.9 -6.9 5.1 -10.9 

Innovativeness n.a.       

Opinion leadership -7.2 -5.2 -1.2 -6.5 

Info seeking -6.4 -4.4 -0.4 -6.4 

Product involvement -4 0 12 -2.6 

Media proneness -23.2 -21.2 -19.9 -22.5 

 

BEHAVIOR 
-2 Log 

Likelihood 
AIC AICC BIC 

Innovation Char. 

Relative advantage -11.50 -9.50 -8.70 -9.90 

Compatibility -3.70 2.30 10.30 1.10 

Complexity 0.00 4.00 16.00 3.20 

Trialability -1.00 1.00 5.00 0.10 

Observability n.a.       

Uncertainty -54.50 -52.50 -52.40 -53.10 

Adopter Char. 

Age 2.50 6.50 7.20 7.40 

Education 4.00 8.00 10.00 8.60 

Income -9.30 -5.30 -3.30 -4.70 

Innovativeness n.a.       

Opinion leadership -3.20 0.80 1.60 1.20 

Info seeking -3.10 0.90 3.30 0.80 

Product involvement 7.60 9.60 13.60 9.20 

Media proneness -48.00 -46.00 -45.90 -46.20 
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Chapter 3: An analysis of the Key Drivers of the Adoption Process  

Stop buying this crap. Just stop it. You don't need it. Wait a year 

until the reviews come out and the other suckers too addicted to 

having the very latest and greatest buy it, put up a review, and 

have moved on to something else. Stop buying broken products 

and then shrugging your shoulders when it doesn't do what it is 

supposed to. Stop buying products that serve any other master 

than you. Use older stuff that works. Make it yourself. Only buy 

new stuff from companies that have proven themselves good 

servants of their customers in the past. Complaining online about 

this stuff helps, but really, just stop buying it.  

You want to know the punch line? The average Joe that makes up 

the market is smarter than you saps. The market-at-large waits 

until a clear leader emerges, then takes a modest plunge. You may 

think you're making up the "bleeding edge" of "gadget 

pimpatude" but you're really just a loose confederation of marks 

the consumer electronics industry uses as free market research 

and easy money. 

Joel Johnson (Gizmodo.com) 

3.1 Abstract 

Consumers’ adoption of a new product is the result of a decision process consisting of 

multiple stages. In each stage leading up to adoption, consumers may choose to continue, exit, 

or pause the adoption decision process. However, in studying consumer adoption, the 

marketing literature has predominantly focused on separate stages of the adoption decision, 

such as intention or trial, rather than on the process itself, ignoring key decisions consumers 

take during the complete decision process. This severely limits our understanding of adoption 

and of the factors that drive the adoption process. In this study, we analyze each aspect of the 

adoption process simultaneously using four new products for which we gather empirical data 

in a panel consisting of 862 people. We find that relative advantage and compatibility (i.e. 

gains) and complexity and uncertainty (i.e. losses) affect decision making within subsequent 

stages of the adoption process in significantly different ways. Adopter characteristics 

moderate these effects. This study emphasizes the importance of considering adoption as a 

decision process and analyzing its complete process from start to finish. 
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3.2 Introduction 

New product adoption is the result of a complex decision process that consists 

of multiple stages (see for example Gatignon and Robertson 1985; Robertson 1971; 

Rogers 2003; Van den Bulte and Lilien 2002). Throughout this decision process 

consumers learn more about the innovation, its advantages, disadvantages, and its 

costs (Wilton and Pessemier 1981). Based on this information, consumers further 

carry forward, pause, or exit the adoption decision process. If a new product and all 

related product information fit the consumer’s needs and wants, adoption is likely to 

occur. If not, non-adoption occurs; consumers do not (yet) accept the innovation. 

Research shows that non-adoption occurs often, as many newly introduced products 

fail (Boulding et al. 1997; Crawford 1977).  This failure may be due to several reasons. 

Consumers may not be aware of the innovation, may not know, understand or 

appreciate the value offered by the new product (Gourville 2004), or may be resistant 

to newness (Ram and Sheth 1989). Alternatively, consumers may be fully aware of 

the new product, yet may be hesitant to take the final step towards its adoption or 

may have decided to reject the innovation. The choice not to adopt an innovation 

may thus be an active or passive one that may occur in different stages of the 

adoption process. The group of consumers that show non-adoption is therefore 

heterogeneous. However, in extant marketing research, this heterogeneity has 

received relatively little attention, because consumer adoption is typically modeled 

as a single dichotomous variable. Studies most often compare non-adoption with 

adoption, trial, or intention. Few studies address the sequential stages in the 

adoption process. Consequently, relatively little is known about how consumers 

proceed through the adoption process, and which factors drive or hamper 

consumers’ progress through the different decision stages (Gourville 2004). 

Prior research implicitly assumes that innovation decision drivers are equally 

important in each stage. Nevertheless, little evidence in the literature exists that 

supports this implicit assumption. Conversely, the impact of drivers may differ 

across stages. For example Karahanna et al. (1999) find that consumers may change 

their weight of attributes used in decision making of products and services (see also 

Mittal et al. 1999). Note that it are the perceptions held at any given time that 

determine the likelihood of a transition from one stage to the next (Bettman and Park 

1980). As consumers spend time on considering a product for adoption, they become 

better aware of the characteristics of the new product, learn more about its 

advantages and disadvantages, and may change the weights they attribute to certain 

product characteristics (Olshavsky and Spreng 1996). Hence, depending on the stage 
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consumers are in, they will have processed different levels of information about the 

new product as a result. If these perceptions change or are updated, consumers may 

pause, reject or accelerate the adoption of the new product (Rogers 2003; Wilton and 

Pessemier 1981).  

This study aims to gain deeper insight into the transitions in the adoption 

decision process. We propose a more fine-grained approach towards adoption, and 

model the key drivers and the main adoption stages separately. Specifically, we 

address the following research question: To what extent do adoption drivers that 

stimulate or hamper adoption vary across stages? We address this issue with a cross-

sectional data collection from 862 consumers in an online panel and 4 different 

consumer goods that have been recently introduced in the Netherlands.  

This study contributes to marketing science by detailing the dominant drivers 

of each transition in the adoption decision process. We provide a more detailed 

analysis of how the interplay of consumers’ perception of the innovation 

characteristics as well as consumers’ characteristics affects the adoption decision-

making process and thereby new product success. Managerially, this study offers (1) 

a better understanding of why adoption occurs, and (2) a more fine-grained 

approach to segmenting potential adopters and non-adopters of new products. The 

remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we discuss the literature on 

consumer adoption. Next, we present our method, analyses and results. Finally, we 

discuss our findings, their implications and key directions for future research. 

 

3.3 Conceptual framework 

3.3.1 Stages of Adoption 

Different researchers have argued that adoption is the result of a decision 

process that involves multiple stages, whereby the transition between stages 

represents a significant (mental) action or decision (Boyd and Mason 1999; Olshavsky 

and Spreng 1996; Robertson 1971; Rogers 2003). This common insight has been 

widely accepted in the literature. However, only scattered literature exists that fully 

conceptualizes consumer adoption of new products as a process (Labay and Kinnear 

1981; Manning, Bearden, and Madden 1995; Veryzer 1998). Most multi-stage 

empirical studies only distinguish two temporally sequenced stages. However, the 

literature shows a much more fine-grained adoption process is possible. The best-

known models are the adoption process model (Prochaska, DiClemente, and 

Norcross 1992; Rogers 2003), the AIDA model (E.g. Ferrell and Hartline 1998; Smith 
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and Swinyard 1982), the hierarchy-of-effects model (Lavidge and Steiner 1961), and 

the communications model (Boyd and Mason 1999). These theory driven models all 

assume multiple stages in the adoption process. These models are shown in Table 

3.1.  

 

Table 3.1 

An Overview of Models of Adoption Processes 

 

Stages* 
Adoption process 

model 

Aida model Hierarchy of 

Effects model 

Communications 

model 

Cognitive Stage Awareness Attention 

Awareness 

 

Knowledge 

 

Exposure 

 

Reception 

 

Cognitive response 

 

Affective Stage 

Consideration 

 

Intention 

Interest 

 

Desire 

 

Liking 

 

Preference 

 

Conviction 

 

Attitude 

 

Intention 

Behavior Stage 

 

Trial 

 

Behavior 

 

Action Purchase Behavior 

Selected 

References 

Im, Bayus, and 

Mason (2003); 

Klonglan and 

Coward Jr (1970); 

Rogers (2003); 

Steenkamp and 

Gielens (2003)  

Strong Jr. (1925); 

Ferrel and Hartline 

(1998); 

Smith and 

Swinyard (1982) 

Lavidge and 

Steiner (1961) 

Boyd and Mason 

(1999)  

* This figure lists all subsequent stages for each adoption process model. 

 

 The sequence of stages does not allow for feedback-loops. A consumer cannot 

process a sequence of stages backwards. However, if a consumer pauses or decides 

against a new product, which may occur at any stage in the process, the consumer 

can re-consider the new product by re-entering the decision process. In this ‘second’ 

process the consumer is already aware of the new product, and re-enters the 

adoption process at the evaluation stage in which the consumer is likely to seek for 
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further and better information to fully understand the new product, its advantages 

and disadvantages.  

 The decision models presented in Table 3.1 agree on the existence of at least 

three distinct mental stages, namely the cognitive stage, the affective stage, and the 

behavior stage. Each stage may be further detailed according to different situations. 

Gatignon and Robertson (1985) argue that the sequential stages that consumers go 

through depend on the cognitive processing that comes with the adoption decision. 

In case of high cognitive processing, consumers follow a pattern of awareness, 

knowledge, attitude formation, trial and adoption. In case of low cognitive 

processing, consumers go through the same stages yet in a different order, namely 

awareness, trial, attitude formation, and adoption (Robertson 1976). In this research, 

we include products that require both low and high cognitive processing (see 

method section for details). We will discuss the three main stages presented in Figure 

3.1 and elaborate on their implication for the decision process with regard to new 

products below. 

 

 The cognitive stage is the first stage that consumers enter when they are 

confronted with a new product. Rogers (1962) refers to this stage as the awareness 

stage. At this stage, the consumer becomes knowledgeable about the existence of the 

new product, but may not fully grasp the merits of it, nor may be motivated to search 

for more information. Awareness is not to be confused with interest. The latter 

relates to something that arouses the curiosity of a person; awareness relates to a 

consumer knowing about a new product. Other decision models have a similar 

description of this stage, though the hierarchy of effects and the communications 

model further distinguish between knowledge and the consumer’s response. 

 The affective stage is the stage in which a consumer evaluates the new product, 

and forms a more detailed opinion about it. This stage reflects both attitude 

formation and knowledge creation, as both processes occur simultaneously 

(Gatignon and Robertson 1985). The consumer gathers more information about the 

new product to judge its specific attributes, advantages and disadvantages and 

relates them to the individual’s own situation. A negative evaluation results in 

pausing the decision process (so evaluation will restart at a later point in time) or 

rejection. In case of a positive evaluation, a consumer is likely to move towards 

intention. Again, the consumer updates his/her attitudes with respect to the new 

product. Intention has often been the focal interest in studies on adoption behavior 

(e.g. Holak 1988). Note, however, that intentions may not reflect true behavior 
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(Morwitz 1997). Consumers may still change their mind because of a perception 

change with regard to the new product. The hierarchy of effects model further 

distinguishes conviction. In case of new product adoption, conviction reflects a 

strong intention to adopt a product, which often occurs among brand loyalists. For 

example, Villas-Boas (2004) shows that consumers tend to adhere to a brand once 

they learned about their products first and had a positive experience with it (via trial 

or otherwise). If this brand is to introduce another new product, some consumers 

may be convinced of adopting it.  

The behavior stage reflects the stage in which the consumer actually acts. With 

regard to a new product, prior research distinguishes three types of behavior, namely 

trial, adoption, and continued use. In case of trial, a consumer tries the new product 

at least once to gain actual experience with it. Trial often serves an important 

function as it allows for consumers to update their perceptions of the new product 

based on their own experience. Moreover the likelihood of full adoption, i.e. (repeat) 

purchase, is strongly affected by the successfulness of the trial stage (Steenkamp and 

Gielens 2003). This approach is often used by firms to convince consumers to adopt a 

product as trial may clarify an innovation’s advantages and ease of use. Depending 

on the level of cognitive processing, trial may occur early on in the process. In that 

case, trial precedes evaluation of the product.  In case of adoption, a consumer 

purchases the new product with the intention of using it regularly. Recently, Shih 

and Venkatesh (2004) have argued for a further distinction between adoption and 

use. Adoption alone is not sufficient for a new product to be successful. Instead, the 

authors argue it is essential that consumers show a high level of usage as well as a 

variety in usage. Clearly, if a product reaches a high level of continued use, its 

success and its potential for successful future product differentiation will be 

considerably larger.  

 

In the adoption process, each mental stage represents a different decision, and 

may require different product information and knowledge to complete (Rogers 

2003). The most common factors that are used in research to explain new product 

adoption behavior relate to perceived innovation characteristics and adopter 

characteristics (Im et al. 2003). Innovation characteristics capture the dimensions 

along which consumers perceive new products. They have proven to explain 

adoption fairly well (Rogers 2003). The most dominant factors are relative advantage, 

compatibility, complexity, and uncertainty (Tornatzky and Klein 1982). Relative 

advantage relates to the merits that the innovation offers compared to the product, 
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service or process it supersedes (Rogers 2003). Compatibility reflects the extent to 

which the innovation matches the adopter’s needs, as well as the adopter’s views, 

values and lifestyle. Complexity captures the ease with which the benefits of owning 

an innovation can be experienced. Uncertainty represents consumers’ perception of 

the likelihood of specific negative consequences occurring that are related to owning 

and using an innovation. It is generally expressed in functional, economic, and social 

terms (for an overview see Conchar, Zinkhan, Peters, and Olavarrieta 2004). 

Uncertainty may be due to explicit statements by the manufacturer of the new 

product, though consumers may also infer risk by themselves (Cox, Cox, and Zimet 

2006). Even in case a new product is a great leap forward, consumers’ uncertainty 

about to purchase the new product or not, is likely to be high (Fischer et al. 2000). So 

in case a new product offers substantially more value than its predecessors, 

consumers may still experience uncertainty. 

Adopter characteristics capture all elements that describe the consumer who is 

contemplating the potential adoption of an innovation, and can be divided into 

socio-demographics and psychographics (Rogers 2003). A wide variety of consumer 

characteristics has been used in research (Boyd and Mason 1999; Tornatzky and Klein 

1982). The most often used socio-demographic characteristics are age, education, and 

income. The most often used psychographic characteristics are innovativeness and 

opinion leadership.  

 We propose a model that accounts for different stages of adoption. We 

explicitly model the effects of innovation characteristics, namely relative advantage, 

compatibility, complexity and uncertainty, across stages. Moreover we account for 

the effects of the most relevant adopter characteristics, namely innovativeness and 

opinion leadership, and their interactions with the perceived innovation 

characteristics across these stages. Figure 3.1 provides an overview of the adoption 

decision process and its main drivers.  
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Figure 3.1 

An Overview of the Innovation Adoption Decision Process and its Main Drivers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note that many products do not allow or are ill-suited for trial; hence 

consumers may need to skip that stage, and transit direct from awareness to 

evaluation in order to continue the adoption decision process. If trial is a possibility, 

consumers use trial to learn more about the product. However, trial does not equal 

adoption. The main objective of trial is to experience the new product, e.g. the taste of 

a new beverage. Shoemaker and Shoaf (1975) show how consumers lower their 

amount of purchase in case of trial, in case of adoption this would not occur. Indeed, 

Gielens and Steenkamp (2007) note that trial purchases are relevant yet subsequent 

purchases are key to enduring success.  

 

Awareness 

Evaluation 

Adoption 

Continued use 

Trial 

Innovativeness 

Opinion leadership 

Relative advantage 

Compatibility 

Complexity 

Uncertainty 
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3.4 Drivers of the adoption decision process in each stage 

3.4.1 Innovation Characteristics 

Prior research on innovation adoption shows that the perceived value of a 

new product, which is typically captured by characteristics of the product itself, is a 

key driver of the innovation adoption decision process (Rogers 2003). These 

characteristics may have a different impact on the different stages of the adoption 

process. Consumers may attach different weight to the attributes used in evaluation 

or decision making of products and services (Karahanna et al. 1999; Mittal et al. 

1999). For example, Bolton and Drew (1991) show how consumers who learn more 

about a service with each experience, update their perceptions of quality and value 

accordingly. According to prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky 1979), consumers 

also tend to overweight extreme, but unlikely events1, but underweight ‘average’ 

events. Consequently, as consumers progress through the adoption process and 

move closer to the actual decision to act, it is likely consumers will stress possible 

extreme but unlikely events, as well as increase their focus on negative elements, and 

decrease their attention for the positive elements of the new product. Furthermore, 

Mowen and Mowen (1991) argue that gains, i.e. perceived positive elements of 

adopting the new product, and losses, i.e. perceived negative elements of adopting 

the new product, may present themselves at different points in time, whereby losses 

are discounted faster than gains. Thus, decision theory suggests that the roles of the 

drivers of adoption may change during the innovation decision process.  

 

Typically, relative advantage and compatibility relate to positive elements of 

the new product. They capture the utility the new product provides to the potential 

adopter. Following prospect theory, the extent to which a new product exceeds the 

value provided by the reference point, i.e. the product or technology that is replaced, 

represents the gains that the new product possesses. Complexity and risk relate to 

losses a consumer may possibly endure when adopting the new product. These 

characteristics represent the costs that a consumer needs to induce in order to 

experience the utility offered by the new product. In case the costs of adoption are 

too high, for example because of learning costs or opportunity costs, adoption is less 

likely to occur (Gourville 2005; Moreau et al. 2001). By adopting a new product, 

                                                 
1 Unlikely events are for example, the complete failure of a pc after installation of a new operating 

system. Though the update may bring different benefits to the user, the unlikely event that something 

may go wrong may prevent adoption from occurring. 
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consumers are likely to lose their experience and expertise with regard to the old 

product, i.e. the product that is replaced by the innovation. Consumers may also 

perceive the sunk costs of the ‘old’ product as a loss. So for adoption to occur, 

consumers must forfeit the status quo. For example, Moreau, Lehmann, and 

Markman (2001) show how consumers that have developed an expertise with regard 

to  photography fear losing their knowledge of analog photography, which prevents 

them from adopting digital photography. So despite their knowledge of 

photography and the clear advantages of the new product, the potential costs of not 

being able to apply that knowledge straightaway, hampers adoption.  

Thus, the innovation characteristics and the gains and losses that they 

represent are critical for adoption to occur. Gains are most important in the early 

stage of the adoption process. Without the potential of some significant gains, 

consumers are not likely to be interested in a new product, and will not start the 

decision process. With respect to the adoption process, this implies that for the 

transition from awareness to evaluation, gains dominate the decision making. As the 

actual decision to adopt, i.e. to actually purchase the product, needs not to be taken 

yet, losses are less prominent. Hence, we hypothesize:  

 

H1: In the transition from awareness to evaluation, the positive effects of relative 

advantage and compatibility, i.e. product characteristics that reflect gains, 

outweigh the negative effects of complexity and uncertainty, i.e. product 

characteristics that reflect losses. 

 

In the transition from evaluation to behavior losses dominate the decision. As the 

decision to actually act draws near, consumers discount losses faster than they do 

gains. Consequently, the perceived complexity and uncertainty of the new product 

are likely to be more influential than the perceived relative advantage and 

compatibility. Furthermore, in this stage the effect of status quo bias is most 

prominent and hampers adoption. A consumer’s alternative in this stage is not to act. 

Samuelson and Zeckhauser (1988) show that consumers disproportionately stick 

with the status quo despite beneficial alternative options. Consequently, we 

hypothesize:  

 

H2: In the transition from evaluation to adoption, the negative effects of 

complexity and uncertainty, i.e. product characteristics that reflect losses, 
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outweigh the positive effects of relative advantage and compatibility, i.e. 

product characteristics that reflect gains. 

 

After adoption, consumers will re-evaluate their gains and losses. Cognitive 

dissonance is likely to lead consumers to focus more on positive elements of the new 

product. This is based on cognitive dissonance theory, which implies that consumers 

tend to be alert to information that confirms that they have taken the right decision. 

This may even occur subconsciously (Shiv, Carmon, and Ariely 2005). Cognitive 

dissonance shows that consumers will seek information that validates their decision 

(Losciuto and Perloff 1967; Shafir, Simonson, and Tversky 1993). Similarly, when 

consumers are confronted with information that demonstrates an incorrect decision, 

consumers are likely to discount that information, by ignoring, misinterpreting or 

denying it (Festinger 1962). Thus, after the factual adoption of a new product, 

consumers may tend to increase their focus on positive elements and downplay the 

negative elements of a new product. Consequently, after adoption has occurred, 

consumers may overestimate the value of the new product and underestimate its 

costs. Dissonance will be low in case the new product matches the adopter’s values, 

expertise and lifestyle. Based on the above, we advance the following hypothesis: 

 

H3: In the transition from adoption to continued use, the positive effects of relative 

advantage and compatibility, i.e. product characteristics that reflect gains, 

outweigh the negative effects of complexity and uncertainty, i.e. product 

characteristics that reflect losses. 

 

Trial 

Many new products cannot be tried before adoption. Only for some new 

products, mostly FMCGs, trial is an option. Trial requires actual behavior from a 

consumer, i.e. the consumer needs to buy and try the new product. Consequently, we 

expect losses to outweigh gains. Therefore we expect that the perceived complexity 

and uncertainty of the new product are likely to be more influential than the 

perceived relative advantage and compatibility. Hence, we hypothesize: 

 

H4:  In the transition from awareness to trial, the negative effects of complexity and 

uncertainty, i.e. product characteristics that reflect losses, outweigh the 

positive effects of relative advantage and compatibility, i.e. product 

characteristics that reflect gains. 
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After trial, consumers may or may not transit to the evaluation stage. In this stage, 

consumers will review their experience so far, and re-assess the experienced and 

perceived gains and losses that the new product offers. Though trial may allow 

consumers to learn a great deal about a new product, trial itself may not be sufficient 

to really know the new product. Often consumers need more information to decide 

whether to adopt or not. Similar to the transition from adoption to continued use, 

consumers will focus more on positive elements of the new product than on negative 

elements. Cognitive dissonance is likely to play a role as well, because consumers 

want to verify their decision to actually try the product. Consequently we expect the 

perceived relative advantage and compatibility to dominate the transition from the 

transition from trial to evaluation. Consequently, we hypothesize: 

 

H5: In the transition from trial to evaluation, the positive effects of relative 

advantage and compatibility, i.e. product characteristics that reflect gains, 

outweigh the negative effects of complexity and uncertainty, i.e. product 

characteristics that reflect losses. 

 

3.4.2 Adopter Characteristics 

Prior research has focused on adopter demographics and a multitude of 

adopter psychographics. Overall, few drivers prove to be consistent drivers of 

adoption (see chapter 2). With regard to adopter demographics, the effects of 

frequently used factors, namely age, income, and education on consumer’s adoption 

behavior have been subject of much debate (Gatignon and Robertson 1985; Gielens 

and Steenkamp 2007; Im et al. 2003; Rogers 2003). Research findings suggest that age 

has a negative effect on adoption behavior, whereas education and income positively 

influence adoption. The influence of these characteristics across stages is unclear. 

Little theory exists that provides evidence as to how the effects of age, education or 

income would differ across stages. Therefore there is no reason not to expect a 

constant effect across stages. Consequently, we will not hypothesize on these 

relationships a priori.  

With regard to adopter characteristics we focus on innovativeness and opinion 

leadership. Hauser et al. (2006) argue that the concept of consumer innovativeness 

offers many valuable insights for academics (and firms) to better understand why 

and when consumers adopt a new product and when they do not (see also 

Hirschman 1980). Innovativeness relates to a consumer’s propensity to adopt new 

products (Hauser et al. 2006; Roehrich 2004). Innovativeness has received 
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considerable attention in marketing research. Throughout the literature, multiple 

definitions and measurements have been proposed. In this study we focus on 

dispositional innovativeness (Steenkamp et al. 1999), which relates to the 

predisposition to purchase new products and brands rather than to remain with 

previous choices and consumption patterns.  

Considerable support has been found that supports the notion that 

innovativeness positively affects the adoption of new products (Im et al. 2003; 

Steenkamp and Gielens 2003; Tellis, Yin, and Belkin 2005). Consumers that score high 

on innovativeness will derive a higher utility from new products as it offers a change 

of pace, stimulation, as well as relief from boredom. In addition, these consumers are 

less risk averse, more open to change, and seek more stimulation (Steenkamp et al. 

1999). Steenkamp and Gielens (2003) relate dispositional innovativeness to other 

observable characteristics of the product category, the market or company 

communication. Their results show that the effect of innovativeness interacts with 

characteristics of the new product (novelty and price) and characteristics of the 

consumer (impulse buying). Similarly, we argue that consumers’ innovativeness 

captures how consumers interpret the advantages and disadvantages of the 

innovation. Consumers high on innovativeness will have a more positive outlook 

towards new products. They are likely to attach a relatively high value to the 

advantages of the new product, because the product is new and different, and it 

satisfies the consumer’s need for stimulation (Roehrich 2004). Moreover, innovative 

consumers are more open to change, and as a result, they will be more flexible in 

adapting their routines, which makes innovative consumers more likely to perceive 

the compatibility of the new product as higher. Consequently we hypothesize: 

 

H6a: Consumer innovativeness strengthens the positive effect of relative advantage 

and compatibility, i.e. gains, on each transition in the adoption process. 

 

Simultaneously, innovative consumers may downplay the possible losses (e.g. 

complexity and uncertainty) of a new product. Consumers that score high on 

innovativeness are more willing to learn and try new things, despite the risk of 

failing. Steenkamp et al. (1999) show across 11 countries and a sample of 3000 

respondents that consumers who score high on dispositional innovativeness have 

less issues with ambiguity, attach less risk to new products, are less conservative and 

are less attached to the status quo. In other words, innovative consumers are better 
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able to deal with the potential losses that a new product may bring. Therefore we 

hypothesize: 

 

H6b: Consumer innovativeness weakens the negative effect of complexity and 

uncertainty, i.e. losses, on each transition in the adoption process. 

  

Opinion leadership provides social legacy to a new product (Grewal, Mehta, and 

Kardes 2000). It relates to interpersonal communication, which captures how people 

influence each other’s buying and consumption behavior (Arndt 1967). Research 

shows this influence may present itself within or across product categories (Feick and 

Price 1987; King and Summers 1970). Opinion leaders tend to have information about 

many products, stores and market trends, and as such, they act as ‘information 

brokers intervening between mass media sources and the opinions and choices of the 

mass media’ (Feick and Price 1987). Opinion leaders are not necessarily innovators 

(Robertson and Myers 1969). However, typically, opinion leaders do tend to be 

among the first to adopt new products (Arndt 1967; Feick and Price 1987). 

 Opinion leadership matters throughout the new product life cycle as it 

informs consumers of the mere existence of the new product (Price, Feick, and Smith 

1986; Van den Bulte and Lilien 2001). Consequently, it is likely that consumers enter 

the adoption decision process due to information received from others. As soon as 

consumers have entered the adoption process, opinion leadership may help 

consumers to update their information on the possible gains and losses of an 

innovation. Hence, as consumers’ needs for information increases throughout the 

decision process, the influence of interpersonal communication will increase as 

consumers move from one stage to the next. This is because interpersonal sources 

often provide more credible information, which is compatible with the needs and 

expertise of the receiver (Aurefeille and Valette-Florence 1995). The role of opinion 

leadership will have the most impact during the transition from evaluation to 

adoption (Gatignon and Robertson 1985). First, the initial transitions are mostly 

driven by potential gains, which may be relatively easy to communicate, and will be 

supported by mass media (Price et al. 1986). After this transition, a consumer will 

need to decide upon actual adoption. This transition is likely to be driven by 

potential losses relative to gains. As mass media (advertising) rarely report potential 

losses, consumers will depend more on other information sources such as opinion 

leaders. After adoption, when the consumer will actually own the product, opinion 
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leadership does not play a role; the consumer can form a detailed impression of the 

product without information from others. Consequently we argue: 

 

H7:   Opinion leadership positively affects the transition from new product 

evaluation to adoption.  

 

Note that we include different additional control variables. First we include 

product involvement. In case consumers are highly involved in a category, 

consumers engage in active information search, active information processing and 

extensive choice processes (Laurent and Kapferer 1985). Consumers who score high 

on involvement will be more knowledgeable about the product category and hence 

they will be more capable to review the advantages and disadvantages of the new 

products. Second, we incorporate product experience which accounts for consumer 

knowledge with regard to the product. Consumers who are more experienced in a 

category may assess the gains and losses of a new product differently than those 

without experience (Moreau et al. 2001). Third, we account for need for cognition to 

control for the speed with which consumers are likely to proceed through the 

adoption process. Consumers high on need for cognition are more likely to 

extensively consider the gains and losses of a new product, and as a result may have 

an alternate view on the new product’s gains and losses.  

 

3.5 Method 

 The hypotheses are tested using a data set with regard to four new products 

that have been recently introduced in the Netherlands. Data were gathered using an 

online consumer panel consisting of a representative sample of Dutch consumers that 

was provided by a major research agency. Since different products may lead to 

different adoption decision processes, depending on the level of cognitive processing 

and the ease with which new products can be tried on a limited basis, we included 

two durables for which cognitive processing was likely to be high and trial was not 

available in the market. We also included two FMCGs products in this study. These 

products were less expensive, and could be experimented with on a limited basis. 

Pre-tests among 250 consumers showed consumers scored high on cognitive 

processing with regard to the durable products, and low with regard to the FMCGs. 

Next, 1008 panel members were asked to review one out of four products, two 

durables and two FMCGs. The durables included were a digital camera and a new 
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coffee maker; the FMCGs relate to a new healthy drink and a new cleaning product. 

Each product had been recently introduced to the Dutch market. 

Not every panel member was incorporated in the final sample. First, we 

controlled for innovation bias. We tested the awareness and ownership for a list of 

real new products plus two fake products. Consumers who claimed to know or own 

a fake product were excluded from further analysis (5%). A similar approach was 

used by Tellis, Yin and Belkin (2005).  Second, we excluded panel members who had 

received the new product as a gift, who were unaware of all products, or who had 

actively rejected the innovation. Note that we removed panel members that actively 

rejected an innovation because we did not measure when panel members had 

decided to reject the new product, and hence could not establish with accucracy what 

drove them to this decision as it requires repondents to look back, sometimes many 

months, and recall and explain why they did not adopt a new product, and a what 

stage. Overall, the data of 862 panel members were used to model the adoption 

decision process.  

 

3.5.1 Capturing stages 

Each respondent was presented with the first product, which was picked at 

random, to determine the stage respondents were in (see Adoption Process Model in 

Figure 3.2). Next, we presented each respondent with a pre-tested list of 6 possible 

scenarios that best described their stance with regard to the product. The scenarios 

represented (1) awareness, (2) passive evaluation, (3) active evaluation, (4) rejection, 

(5) trial, and (6) adoption. In case respondents were unaware of the consumer 

product, the next product was randomly presented. Respondents unaware of all four 

innovations were not taken into account in the study. In case the respondent did 

purchase the product, additional questions were asked with regard to the time of 

purchase, the frequency of use and product satisfaction. Usage was measured using a 

5-item 7-point Likert scale. This allowed us to split behavior into trial, adoption and 

continued use. The stages ‘adoption’ and ‘continued use’ were separated based on 

the usage pattern of the product. Respondents who showed above average usage of 

the new product were considered to be in the stage ‘continued use’ (the average was 

based on the middle point of the scale used). Our pre-test showed trial was 

considered an intermediary stage in between awareness and evaluation.  

 Table 3.2 presents the distribution of respondents across stages. Overall, we 

find that over 20% of consumers are aware of our list of new products, but have not 

actively evaluated them; 4.2% of the sampled consumers are positioned in the trial 
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stage. Over 13% of our sampled consumers are contemplating whether to adopt a 

new product or not. Approximately 60% have adopted already. Only 20% of our 

sample shows continued usage, whereas over 40% of our sample uses the new 

product infrequently. The number of adopters that has reached the continued use 

stage differs substantially between durable1 and durable2. Durable1 scores higher on 

continued use. The distribution across stages is remarkably similar for both FMCGs, 

though both products are completely independent.  

 

Table 3.2 

Distribution of respondents across stages 

 

Stage 

All 

products 
Durables FMCGs 

Durable 

1 

Durable 

2 

FMCG 

1 

FMCG 

2 

Awareness 21.6% 8.5% 36.8% 11.0% 6.3% 38.9% 34.6% 

Trial 4.2% - 9.1% - - 3.6% 14.8% 

Evaluation 13.2% 16.5% 9.3% 14.0% 18.6% 11.9% 6.6% 

Adoption 41.3% 45.5% 36.3% 18.0% 68.8% 36.3% 36.3% 

Continued use 19.8% 29.5% 8.5% 57.0% 6.3% 9.3% 7.7% 

 

3.5.2 Measurement of independent variables 

After determining the stage that respondents are in, we questioned them on 

how they perceived the new product and measured their innovativeness and opinion 

leadership, as well as other personal characteristics. The perceived innovation 

characteristics are measured using 7-point Likert-type scales derived from prior 

research (Boyd and Mason 1999; Rogers 2003). We measure uncertainty using a 

formative scale based on indicators identified from prior research (Diamantopoulos 

and Winklhofer 2001; Gerwin and Essec 1988; Rogers 2003). Innovativeness and 

opinion leadership were measured using multi-item Likert type scales (Im et al. 

2003). Similarly, the control variables, such as new product involvement and impulse 

buying, were measured using existing Likert type scales (more details are provided 

in Appendix D). Age, education and income were already known from the market 

research panel. Table 3.3 provides an overview of the scale means, standard 

deviations, and reliability. Each variable proves to be a reliable indicator. Results 

indicate the correlations are very similar for durables and FMCGs. Table 3.4 shows 

the correlations between each construct for both durables and FMCGs. 
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Table 3.3 

Means, Variance, and Reliability of Constructs 

 

  
Mean Std. Dev. 

Cronbach 

Alpha 
# Items 

Innovation characteristics     

Relative advantage 4.54 1.31 0.82 4 

Complexity 4.96 1.37 0.76 4 

Compatibility 3.48 1.75 0.89 4 

Uncertainty 3.76 1.61 a 3 

Adopter characteristics     

Innovativeness 4.42 1.25 0.78 5 

Opinion leadership 2.58 1.54 0.93 4 

Age 43.77 13.25 - - 

Income 2.76 1.31 - - 

Education 3.38 1.38 - - 

Control variables     

Prod. Involvement 1.99 1.19 0.74 3 

Expertise 3.51 1.57 0.92 3 

Ext. influence 2.51 1.13 0.84 6 
a We used a formative scale to measure uncertainty.  
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Table 3.4  

Correlation Matrix 

 

Correlation* RA CO CM UN IN OL A I E PI EP EI 

Rel. advantage  0,69 -0,69 -0,39 0,28 0,14 -0,07 -0,04 -0,01 0,37 0,05 0,10 

Compatibility 0,58  -0,45 -0,46 0,30 0,16 -0,14 0,03 0,03 0,58 0,00 0,16 

Complexity -0,55 -0,37  -0,29 -0,19 -0,07 0,03 0,01 0,06 -0,23 -0,03 -0,09 

Uncertainty -0,11 -0,24 -0,00  0,34 0,19 -0,11 -0,10 0,02 0,31 0,11 0,25 

Innovativeness 0,23 0,28 -0,16 0,13  0,29 -0,17 -0,02 -0,03 0,15 0,20 0,17 

Opinion leadership 0,06 0,19 0,03 0,15 0,26  -0,07 -0,06 -0,04 0,26 0,53 0,39 

Age 0,04 -0,08 0,16 0,02 -0,13 -0,03  0,09 0,29 0,03 0,03 -0,08 

Income 0,05 0,07 -0,01 -0,06 0,04 0,04 0,14  -0,24 0,01 -0,05 -0,10 

Education 0,07 0,02 -0,06 -0,03 -0,08 -0,17 0,13 -0,28  0,20 -0,03 -0,04 

Prod. Involvement 0,24 0,46 -0,02 0,28 0,24 0,26 -0,05 0,02 0,04  0,08 0,21 

Expertise 0,10 0,15 -0,01 0,05 0,25 0,75 0,04 0,09 -0,13 0,20  0,18 

Ext. influence 0,04 0,12 +0,03 0,25 0,18 0,24 -0,09 -0,02 -0,17 0,23 0,12  

 

* The bottom left represents correlations between constructs for durables. The top right presents the correlations 

between constructs for FMCGs. 
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3.6 Analysis and Results 

3.6.1 Model 

First, we empirically examined the relationship between the stage of adoption 

and each potential driver of the adoption decision process using a logistic model. In 

order to test if drivers have a similar influence on each transition, we model multiple 

outcomes simultaneously. This model is generally referred to as a proportional odds 

model (See Brant 1990). The proportional odds assumption tests if the effect of 

independent variables is constant across various outcome levels. In other words, it 

parsimoniously tests the impact of drivers across stages. This model captures the 

likelihood of an event θh occurring and can be expressed as: 

 
1

1

exp1 hk

K

k

hkhkh x       (3.1) 

 

Suppose α is the intercept parameter, β represents a vector of k regression 

parameters, and '

hx
 is a vector of explanatory variables, i.e. innovation – and adopter 

characteristics, that correspond to the hth stage. The likelihood of someone belonging 

to each stage can then be represented as: 
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After taking the log of both sides, a linear model is obtained that is used for 

estimation: 
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Next the proportionality assumption can be expressed as: 

 

 ,:0 hH     1,...,1 hh        (3.4) 
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We estimated the effect of the innovation characteristics, i.e. relative 

advantage, compatibility, complexity and uncertainty, and the adopter characteristics 

innovativeness and opinion leadership, as well as the interaction between the 

innovation – and the adopter characteristics on new product adoption for durables 

and FMCGs separately. In addition we incorporated different control variables. 

Results, listed in Table 3.5, show that the proportional odds of effects differ across 

stages. The rejection of the null-hypotheses shows that the effects of the innovation 

characteristics and adopter characteristics are not constant across all stages of the 

adoption process, and thus supports the notion that factors do affect stages 

differently.  

Table 3.5 

Results Full Model and Proportional Odds Test 

  
 Durables FMCG 

Stages 4 5 

Average # respondents per stage 109 75 

   

Proportional Odds Assumption   

Chi-Square 180.01 124.82 

DF 30 45 

Pr > ChiSq <.0001 <.0001 

-2 Log 881.20 836.55 

Number of Observations Used 437 375 

 

Given these results, we examine each transition in the adoption process 

separately. As all sub-decisions taken in the innovation decision process are 

sequential, the probability of an outcome at a stage can be viewed as independent of 

choices at prior stages. Hence, we use a sequential logit model that separates all 

choices into a series of conditional binary choices. Following Kardes et al. (1993) we 

estimate a separate logit model for each stage (see equation 3.3), which captures the 

likelihood of consumers moving to the next stage, and how the odds of this transition 

are affected by each decision driver. Since different stages are relevant for FMCGs 

and durables, all analyses were performed separately. For durables, we model the 

transition from awareness to evaluation, from evaluation to adoption, and from 

adoption to continued use. For FMCGs we model the transition from awareness to 

trial, from trial to evaluation, from evaluation to adoption and from adoption to 

continued use. The results are reported in Tables 3.6 and 3.7. Below, we elaborate on 

the impact of perceived innovation characteristics and adopter characteristics on each 
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transition and relate the results to our hypotheses. We distinguish between durables 

and FMCGs (high and low cognition) when applicable. 

 

Innovation characteristics 

Depending on the transition, innovation characteristics play a different role. 

We find partial support for hypothesis 1. The impact of compatibility indeed 

outweighs the impact of complexity and uncertainty in the transition from awareness 

to evaluation for durables. Relative advantage has no direct effect, yet its interaction 

with innovativeness does positively affect the transition from awareness to 

evaluation. Hypothesis 2 is supported for FMCGs, not for durables. With regard to 

the former we find that the effects of complexity and uncertainty outweigh the 

impact of relative advantage and compatibility. With regard to the latter we find the 

opposite; the impact of relative advantage and compatibility outweighs the effects of 

complexity and uncertainty. Hypothesis 3 is supported. Our results imply that the 

transition from adoption to continued use is driven by relative advantage and 

compatibility, instead of complexity and uncertainty. We find no support for 

hypothesis 4. In case of FMCGs, we find that the transition from awareness to trial is 

most strongly affected by both relative advantage and compatibility, relative to the 

impact of complexity and uncertainty. We find partial support for hypothesis 5. The 

transition from trial to evaluation is only driven by relative advantage. Compatibility 

is only relevant through its interaction with opinion leadership, whereas complexity 

and uncertainty are not significant. 

Overall, with regard to durables, relative advantage affects every transition, 

directly or via interaction effects with innovativeness and opinion leadership. 

Compatibility is a significant driver of each transition. Complexity and uncertainty 

matter most in the transition from evaluation to adoption. We found no significant 

effects of complexity on any other transition for durables. Similarly the effects of 

uncertainty on other transitions in the adoption process are non-significant. We do 

find that uncertainty positively influences the evaluation of durables, though its 

effect is only moderately significant.  

With regard to FMCGs, relative advantage affects every stage apart from the 

transition from evaluation to adoption. Compatibility drives the transition from 

awareness to trial and from adoption to continued use. It is not a significant driver of 

the transition from trial to evaluation or from evaluation to adoption, though its 

effect is borderline significant. Complexity and uncertainty matter most in the 
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transition from evaluation to adoption (similar to durables). Apart from this 

transition, complexity matters only in the initial stage for FMCGs. 

 

Adopter characteristics 

Hypothesis 6a is supported with regard to durables, and partly supported 

with regard to FMCGs. For durables, we find that innovativeness increases the 

effects of relative advantage and compatibility. For FMCGs this occurs only in the 

transition from awareness to trial and adoption to continued use. Hypothesis 6b is 

not supported; consumers’ innovativeness does not affect their perception of 

complexity and uncertainty. Hypothesis 7 is not supported. We find no direct effect 

of opinion leadership in the transition from evaluation to adoption. 

Demographics such as age, education, or income matter very little in case of 

durables. Age and education do impact the adoption process for FMCGs. We find 

very little support for the effects of other control variables such as impulse buying, 

quality seeking, product experience, and external influence. These results are 

generally consistent with earlier findings. 

 

Overall, the results clearly show the value of considering the subsequent 

stages in the consumer adoption decision process separately. Both the proportional 

odds test and the results from the sequential logit model support the view that the 

influence of drivers differs across stages. We find a satisfactory fit of the models (see 

Appendix E). All models were significant. Moreover the model fit, as expressed in 

the log likelihood showed a consistent pattern for each different transition.  
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Table 3.6 

Results of Logistic Regression Models for Durables  

 

DURABLES 
Awareness to 

Evaluation 

Evaluation to 

Adoption 
Adoption to Use 

Variables Est. p Est. p Est. p 

Innovation characteristics      

Relative advantage (ra) 0.08 0.76 0.73 0.00 0.41 0.01 

Complexity (cp) -0.15 0.46 -0.56 0.00 -0.02 0.93 

Compatibility (co) 0.55 0.00 0.43 0.00 0.44 0.00 

Uncertainty (un) 0.29 0.07 -0.33 0.01 0.00 0.98 

Adopter characteristics      

Innovativeness (in) 0.42 0.02 -0.04 0.75 0.26 0.04 

Opinion leadership (ol) 0.27 0.08 0.02 0.86 0.18 0.09 

       

Interactions       

in x ra 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.00 

in x cp -0.06 0.02 -0.03 0.09 -0.03 0.14 

in x co 0.08 0.00 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.00 

in x un 0.07 0.01 -0.03 0.07 0.02 0.26 

ol x ra 0.04 0.15 0.02 0.17 0.04 0.02 

ol x cp -0.07 0.04 -0.02 0.33 -0.03 0.07 

ol x co 0.07 0.03 0.03 0.12 0.05 0.01 

ol x un 0.05 0.08 -0.01 0.42 0.03 0.14 

       

Control variables       

Age -0.04 0.02 0.00 0.91 0.02 0.06 

Education -0.13 0.40 -0.03 0.77 -0.03 0.80 

Prod. Involvement 12.01 0.00 -0.17 0.13 0.35 0.01 

Prod. Experience 0.28 0.06 0.01 0.91 0.18 0.06 

Cognitive need -0.24 0.07 0.21 0.04 -0.07 0.53 

 

* Effects in bold are significant at α < .05 
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Table 3.7 

Results of Logistic Regression Models for FMCGs  

 

FMCGs 
Awareness to 

Trial 

Trial to 

Evaluation 

Evaluation to 

Adoption 

Adoption to 

Use 

Variables Est. p Est. p Est. p Est. p 

Innovation characteristics 

Relative advantage (ra) 0.39 0.03 0.83 0.02 0.25 0.17 0.36 0.05 

Complexity (cp) -0.41 0.01 0.11 0.57 -0.54 0.01 -0.06 0.76 

Compatibility (co) 0.40 0.02 0.41 0.06 0.21 0.12 0.51 0.00 

Uncertainty (un) 0.21 0.10 0.31 0.09 -0.35 0.01 0.09 0.48 

Adopter characteristics 

Innovativeness (in) 0.55 0.01 -0.07 0.82 -0.08 0.64 0.17 0.29 

Opinion leadership (ol) 0.11 0.43 0.16 0.39 -0.13 0.28 0.19 0.13 

         

Interactions         

in x ra 0.08 0.00 0.06 0.16 0.02 0.53 0.04 0.06 

in x cp -0.08 0.00 0.02 0.51 -0.03 0.21 -0.02 0.30 

in x co 0.08 0.00 0.06 0.13 0.02 0.26 0.06 0.00 

in x un 0.06 0.01 0.03 0.30 -0.04 0.07 0.02 0.27 

ol x ra 0.04 0.13 0.07 0.06 -0.01 0.59 0.05 0.03 

ol x cp -0.05 0.02 -0.01 0.60 0.00 0.92 -0.03 0.13 

ol x co 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.05 -0.01 0.75 0.06 0.01 

ol x un 0.03 0.26 0.05 0.10 -0.04 0.04 0.03 0.13 

         

Control variables         

Age -0.04 0.03 0.05 0.04 -0.03 0.12 0.04 0.03 

Education -0.42 0.00 0.50 0.02 -0.20 0.16 0.44 0.01 

Prod. Involvement 0.23 0.42 0.53 0.11 0.11 0.55 0.60 0.00 

Prod. Experience -0.06 0.67 0.29 0.19 -0.11 0.40 0.13 0.31 

Cognitive need -0.07 0.57 -0.01 0.94 0.00 0.99 0.39 0.00 

 

* Effects in bold are significant at α < .05 
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3.7 Discussion 

The adoption decision process is a complex process that consists of multiple 

mental stages that consumers go through before they accept and act upon a new 

product.  This study shows that the transitions in the adoption process are 

dominated by different drivers. Prior research has ignored the different stages in the 

adoption process. More specific results are discussed below. 

Innovation characteristics dominate the adoption process and overshadow the 

effects of adopter characteristics. Although no particular driver dominates the 

complete process, we find several drivers to play a dominant role in the adoption 

process. Relative advantage is important in all transitions, apart from the transition 

from evaluation to adoption in case of FMCGs. Compatibility is significant in each 

transition for durables and FMCGs, apart from the transition from trial to evaluation. 

With respect to durables, complexity and uncertainty are only relevant for the 

particular transition from evaluation to adoption. For FMCGs we find also a 

significant effect of complexity on the transition from awareness to trial. With respect 

to adopter characteristics, innovativeness may be considered to be the most relevant 

factor at play. Socio-demographics, age and education play a modest role. Consistent 

with prior research on adoption (Rogers 2003), we find consistent positive effects of 

relative advantage and compatibility, i.e. gains, and consistent negative effects of 

complexity and uncertainty, i.e. losses. Still, prior research has neglected the varying 

impact of these drivers. 

The effects of innovation characteristics on consumers’ transition through 

stages of adoption are moderated by both innovativeness and opinion leadership. 

Innovativeness is most important as a moderator of how consumers view relative 

advantage and compatibility of new products. We did not find such an effect for 

negatively perceived characteristics of new products, namely complexity and 

uncertainty. Our results indicate that innovative consumers have a more positive 

take on the gains that new products offer. This confirms the view that consumer 

innovativeness is of key importance for understanding adoption decision making 

(Hauser et al. 2006). However, prior research has neglected to assess the impact of 

innovativeness in different stages, and lacks clear insights into the interplay between 

innovativeness and perceived innovation characteristics. For example, Im et al. (2003) 

find a weak relation between consumer innovativeness and new product adoption 

behavior, defined as the number of new products owned by respondents. Though 

such an approach offers valuable insights, this simplistic view of adoption behavior 

limits our understanding of the role of innovativeness. Our study shows the impact 
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of innovativeness is much larger due to its interaction effects with perceived 

innovation characteristics, e.g. different innovation characteristics are affected by 

opinion leadership, depending on the transition. Despite the extensive research on 

opinion leadership, few studies have analyzed these interaction effects. Instead, 

research has focused on issues such as extending the concept of opinion leadership 

(Feick and Price 1987), improving the identification of these particular consumers 

(Bruner and Kumar 2007; Spann, Ernst, Skiera, and Soll 2007a) , and analyzing 

opinion leaders that hold a negative view on products (Moldovan and Goldenberg 

2004).  

Consumers use both positive and negative criteria of a new product in their 

decision making, yet consumers apply these positive and negative criteria 

differently, irrespective of how a product or idea scores on these criteria. This is in 

line with prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky 1979). According to prospect 

theory, consumers tend to think of possible outcomes relative to a certain reference 

point (usually the status quo) rather than to the final status (Kahneman and Tversky 

1979). Samuelson and Zeckhauser (1988) show in a series of experiments that 

consumers have a strong preference for the status quo, termed ‘status quo bias’. In 

cases where no ‘status quo’ product existed, consumers preferred not to take action. 

So when new products are concerned, consumers will have a natural tendency to 

prefer the current ‘old’ product or technology, or in case there is no old technology, 

to simply refrain from action. This status quo bias stems from transition costs and/or 

uncertainty, cognitive misperceptions, or misperceived sunk costs, regret avoidance, 

or the drive for consistency (Samuelson and Zeckhauser 1988). Similarly, as the 

difficulty increases of choosing among alternatives, i.e. the new product versus the 

status quo of the ‘old’ product, consumers are more likely to remain at the status quo 

(Luce 1998). Moreover, Fischer, Luce, and Jia (2000) show that consumers’ 

uncertainty stemming from the evaluation of a single alternative that has advantages 

in one respect and disadvantages in another, may lead to postponement of the 

decision and longer judgment times (See also Luce, Jia, and Fischer 2003). Prospect 

theory further argues that consumers tend to have different risk attitudes towards 

gains (i.e. outcomes above the reference point) and losses (i.e. outcomes below the 

reference point) and are generally more prone to potential losses than potential gains. 

If the status quo, i.e. the ‘old’ product, serves as a reference point, consumers will 

tend to have a greater preference for the status quo when the losses that must be 

accepted to adopt the new product outweigh its gains. These insights shed light on 
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why consumers may not adopt a new product even if the new product offers a 

higher utility compared to the product it replaces. 

Most studies on consumer adoption focus on the transition from evaluation to 

adoption itself. Though this transition is at the heart of the consumer decision 

process, our findings show consumers take multiple ‘sub’-decision which are driven 

by different factors. Moreover we find consumers to be fairly uniformly distributed 

across stages of the adoption process. Consequently understanding the transitions 

other than the transition from evaluation to adoption may offer valuable new ways 

of explaining why and when consumers adopt. Moreover, this supports the view that 

non-adopters must not be considered to be a homogeneous group of consumers in 

the marketplace. For example, consumers who have not yet adopted an innovation 

may be not aware of an innovation, may have actively rejected the new product or 

may still be actively considering the new product.  

The adoption of a new product, whether it concerns a new durable or new 

FMCG, is not a routine, automatic task or decision (Fischer et al. 2000; March 1978). 

Consumers carefully weigh gains and losses. Hence, if firms and products allow for 

trial to occur, most consumers first try a product before extending their evaluation 

and deciding upon full adoption and continued use (Steenkamp and Gielens 2003). 

For the included FMCGs in our study, our pre-test showed trial was considered an 

intermediary stage in between awareness and evaluation. However, relatively little 

research has addressed the position of trial in the adoption process. For example, it is 

unclear how in store demonstrations affect consumer decision making. Moreover, 

Robertson (1971) concludes that alternate forms and sequences of the adoption 

process are possible, yet argues that the distinction between mental stages is 

convenient and meaningful for science as it allows for a more detailed analysis of the 

antecedents and drivers of adoption (Gatignon and Robertson 1985). 

 

3.7.1 Managerial Implications 

New product success, i.e. the continued use of new products, depends on the 

number of consumers that ‘complete’ the adoption decision process and complete 

every transition.  Firms and managers should be well aware of the staged process of 

new product adoption for several reasons.  

First, firms and managers should proactively detail the relative advantage and 

compatibility (potential gains) and complexity and uncertainty (potential losses) that 

consumers are likely to experience. Often firms focus only on the advantage of a new 

product, and tend to ‘ignore’ the possible perceived complexities and uncertainty. 
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We find that losses are particularly relevant for the transition from evaluation to 

adoption, yet gains drive the transition from adoption to continued use. Hence firms 

need to address both in their new product development and their communication 

with potential adopters. Moreover, Tversky and Kahneman (1981) state ‘choices 

involving gains are often risk averse and choices involving losses are often risk 

taking’. Depending on how firms stress the gains and losses of new products, 

consumers may react differently given the stage that they are in. Firms should be 

aware that innovative consumers may be more easily convinced of the potential 

benefits of new products; they are equally concerned about the potential losses as 

less innovative consumers. 

Second, our results indicate that targeting specific consumers based on their 

demographic profile offers relatively little discriminative power between adopters 

and non-adopters. Instead, we argue firms should focus on innovative consumers. 

Alternatively, firms could profile consumer groups that are located in different 

stages of the adoption decision process, and target them with specific marketing 

programs.  

Finally, a descriptive overview of the distribution of consumers across stages 

of the adoption process in a target market may help understand and predict adoption 

rates. For example, if too many consumers are located in the awareness stage, any 

incentives to stimulate continued use would seem ineffective. Similarly, if most 

consumers have already adopted, a marketing program that focuses on the potential 

losses, i.e. complexity and uncertainty, of the new product is less likely to succeed 

because these factors dominate the transition from evaluation to adoption only. 

Moreover, firms must look beyond adoption and measure the actual continued use of 

their products (both durables and FMCGs). Depending on the distribution of 

consumers across stages, it may even be valuable to focus on converting adopters 

into users, instead of trying to move more consumers towards adoption. 

 

3.7.2 Limitations and Future Research 

 Similar to other studies, the generalizability of findings beyond our set of 

products and our specific sample may be limited. Our results are derived from a 

sample of 862 consumers and a limited number of products in the Netherlands. 

Second, we use cross-sectional data. Longitudinal research may offer a more detailed 

insight into consumers’ adoption decision process. However, the possible risk of 

influencing consumers’ awareness and decision making may hamper the reliability 

of longitudinal data. Alternatively an experimental setup, controlling for the extent 
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of information about the new product, potentially moderating the new products’ 

scores on key factors such as its relative advantage, complexity or compatibility, may 

offer valuable insights into how consumers form these perceptions and how they 

update them. 

 

To further research in this field, we propose several possible options. First, it 

may be worthwhile to extend and broaden the set of products into other categories, 

e.g. radical consumer innovations whereby cognitive processing is high, or new 

services such as e-commerce. Furthermore, broadening our sample to include more 

people from different countries or with different backgrounds would help generalize 

these findings. Second, future research could further analyze the impact of marketing 

actions and social contagion on the formation of perceptions of innovation 

characteristics as well as its influence on the adoption process. Research on new 

product diffusion shows strong positive effects of social contagion at the market level 

(Bass 1969; Van den Bulte and Lilien 2001). Still, the recent work by Van den Bulte 

and Stremersch (2004) shows more research is needed to disentangle the possible 

effects of the specific nature of social contagion, i.e. the effects of social cohesion, 

learning, and social status. Following their work, it would be a fruitful area of 

research to detail how these factors affect individual decision making. Third, future 

research could further detail the effects of the perceived gains and losses of the new 

product and their role in the decision process. Insights into how consumers develop, 

maintain, and update their perceptions of the gains and losses of a new product are 

relatively scarce. Fourth, relatively little research has addressed possible interaction 

effects between innovation characteristics and adopter characteristics (Gatignon and 

Robertson 1985). Fifth, more research needs to be conducted to analyze how firms 

can best stimulate the continued use of products (Shih and Venkatesh 2004) as well 

as to upgrade the product (Okada 2006). However, Shih and Venkatesh (2004) focus 

on the market level; relative little research exists as to how and when consumers 

incorporate products into their daily life. Our results imply the relative advantage 

and compatibility of products are critical.  

 

This study shows future research on consumer innovation adoption needs to 

take into account that the decision to adopt is the result of a process consisting of 

different mental stages. In each stage consumers evaluate the new product and 

decide to adopt it or not. Understanding what drives each ‘sub’-decision in this 

process is critical for gaining a better understanding of this phenomenon.  
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Appendix D: Overview Questionnaire  

 

Category Items (Dutch) 

Fake Products 3D Televisie (it exists now, yet was non-existent when this was asked) 

 Lever test machine 

Stage Ja, dat koop en gebruik ik regelmatig 

 Ja, dat koop en gebruik ik onregelmatig 

 Ja, ik ben zeker van plan drinkontbijt binnenkort te kopen en te proberen 

 

Ja, ik heb drinkontbijt onlangs geprobeerd, maar ben niet van plan het 

nog eens te kopen 

 

Ja, ik heb nagedacht over het kopen van drinkontbijt, maar besloten om 

dit niet te doen. 

 

Ja, ik denk erover om drinkontbijt te proberen, maar heb hierover nog 

geen beslissing genomen. 

 Ja, maar het was meteen duidelijk dat ik drinkontbijt niet zou kopen. 

 Ja, ik ken drinkontbijt maar ik heb er verder niet over nagedacht. 

 Nee, ik ken drinkontbijt helemaal niet. 

Intention U heeft aangegeven er over na te denken een Senseo aan te schaffen. 

Gift Ik heb dit product cadeau gekregen 

Use Hoe vaak gebruikt u innovatie X in uw huishouden gemiddeld per week? 

Satisfaction Ik ben erg tevreden met dit product. 

 

Achteraf gezien had ik dit product niet moeten kopen, omdat het niet 

doet wat ik had gedacht. 

 Ik vind het geweldig om dit product te gebruiken. 

 Ik gebruik het product eigenlijk nooit. 

 Ik gebruik alle mogelijkheden die dit product mij biedt. 

 Ik ben het product steeds meer gaan gebruiken. 

Relative advantage Innovatie X is van hoge kwaliteit 

 Innovatie X is betrouwbaar 

 Innovatie X is gemakkelijk te onderhouden 

 Innovatie X is goed ontworpen 

Complexity Innovatie X gebruiken kost weinig denkwerk 

 Het is gemakkelijk uit te leggen hoe innovatie X werkt 

 Innovatie X is technisch eenvoudig 

 Innovatie X proberen is gemakkelijk 

Compatibility Innovatie X voldoet aan mijn verwachting 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Innovatie X haakt in op mijn behoefte 

 Het lijkt alsof innovatie X voor mij is gemaakt 

 Innovatie X past goed bij mijn levensstijl 

Uncertainty Innovatie X zal veel tijd en energie van mij vragen 

 Ik betwijfel of innovatie X doet wat het moet doen 

 Ik vraag me af of innovatie X goed uit de tests komt 

 Het merk achter innovatie X boezemt mij geen vertrouwen in 

 

Ik weet niet of de mensen in mijn omgeving enthousiast zijn over 

innovatie X 

 Ik vraag me af of innovatie X goed bij mijn imago past 

 Ik denk dat innovatie X vragen oproept bij mijn vrienden 

Innovativeness 

Als ik een nieuw of ander product zie, probeer ik meteen uit te zoeken 

wat het is. 

 Ik vraag me af of innovatie X goed bij mijn imago past 
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 Ik denk dat innovatie X vragen oproept bij mijn vrienden 

 Het zoeken van informatie over nieuwe producten is zonde van de tijd. 

 

Ik vind het leuk om onbekende producten te proberen, al is het alleen 

voor de variatie. 

Opinion Leadership Mijn mening over koffie producten lijkt te tellen bij anderen. 

 Mensen die ik ken kopen koffie producten op basis van wat ik hen vertel. 

 Ik overtuig vaak anderen om producten te kopen die mij bevallen. 

 

Ik heb vaak invloed op keuzes van anderen als het gaat om koffie 

producten. 

Involvement De (mogelijke) aankoop van innovatie X is erg belangrijk voor mij 

 De (mogelijke) aankoop van innovatie X houdt mij erg bezig 

 

Ik ben erg bezorgd over de gevolgen van de (mogelijke) aankoop van 

innovatie X 

 Ik vind de producten in deze categorie helemaal niet op elkaar lijken 

Need for cognition Ik houd er niet van om lang na te denken. 

 Ik probeer situaties te voorkomen die veel denkwerk vragen. 

 Ergens hard en lang over nadenken geeft me weinig voldoening. 

Experience Ik heb veel kennis op het gebied van koffie. 

 

Mijn kennis van koffie zorgt ervoor dat ik precies weet hoe ik ieder 

product in deze categorie moet inschatten. 

 

Ik gebruik mijn koffie-kennis om te bepalen welke informatie over een 

product klopt. 

Age provided by panel 

Income provided by panel 

Education provided by panel 
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Appendix E: Fit Indices Model Transitions 

 

 Durables FMCGs 

 Aw-E E-A A-C Aw-E T-E E-A A-C 

Innovation characteristics 

Relative advantage (ra) -67,7 -141,2 -131,1 -76,3 -36,6 -84,6 -79,7 

Complexity (cp) -67,5 -144,0 -134,1 -74,4 -40,2 -81,4 -81,6 

Compatibility (co) -62,2 -144,4 -128,1 -76,0 -38,5 -84,3 -74,9 

Uncertainty (un) -66,1 -146,9 -134,1 -77,5 -38,9 -82,0 -81,4 

Adopter characteristics 

Innovativeness (in) -64,7 -150,9 -132,1 -74,6 -40,3 -85,4 -81,1 

Opinion leadership (ol) -66,0 -150,9 -132,6 -78,6 -40,0 -84,9 -80,6 

        

Interactions        

in x ra -65,5 -148,7 -130,0 -73,9 -39,3 -85,3 -79,9 

in x cp -65,0 -149,4 -133,0 -71,7 -40,2 -84,7 -81,2 

in x co -62,9 -148,9 -127,9 -74,8 -39,2 -84,9 -77,0 

in x un -64,1 -149,3 -133,5 -75,7 -39,8 -83,9 -81,1 

ol x ra -66,6 -150,0 -131,4 -77,8 -38,4 -85,4 -79,2 

ol x cp -65,3 -150,5 -132,4 -76,3 -40,2 -85,5 -80,6 

ol x co -64,9 -149,7 -130,4 -77,4 -38,2 -85,5 -78,0 

ol x un -66,0 -150,6 -133,0 -78,3 -38,8 -83,5 -80,6 

        

Control variables        

Age -64,9 -150,9 -132,3 -76,4 -38,1 -84,3 -79,2 

Education -67,4 -150,9 -134,1 -74,6 -37,4 -84,5 -77,7 

Prod. Involvement -54,3 -149,8 -130,8 -78,6 -39,0 -85,3 -74,5 

Prod. Experience -65,8 -150,9 -132,3 -78,8 -39,5 -85,2 -81,2 

Cognitive need -66,1 -148,8 -133,9 -78,7 -40,4 -85,5 -76,7 
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Chapter 4: The Role of Pricing in the International Takeoff  

of New Products 

 

Many of life's failures are people who did not realize how close 

they were to success when they gave up. 

             

Thomas A. Edison (1847 - 1931) 

 

 

4.1 Abstract 

This study models takeoff as a function of price, pricing patterns, seasonality, and 

country characteristics in 8 new product categories across 8 countries using bimonthly data. 

Results show that the effects of price and pricing patterns are strong and outweigh the effects 

of country characteristics. Low prices and seasonal peaks increase while price instability 

decreases the hazard of takeoff. The authors discuss managerial implications.  
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4.2 Introduction 

The takeoff of new products is a critical event in the product lifecycle 

(Agarwal and Bayus 2003; Golder and Tellis 1997; Muller, Peres, and Mahajan 2007; 

Tellis et al. 2003). Takeoff refers to the first dramatic increase in sales that marks a 

structural break in the sales pattern of a new product. It marks the transition from the 

introduction stage to the growth stage and offers a first clear sign of new product 

success for firms marketing them.  

Analyzing and predicting takeoff is critically important for the management of 

new products for several reasons. First, fierce competition and the high volume of 

new products being introduced on the market underscore the importance of 

knowing when a new product might takeoff. Second, firms need to carefully plan 

and budget their marketing expenditures to avoid overspending before takeoff and 

under spending after takeoff (Markovitsch and Golder 2007). Third, research shows 

that the time to takeoff varies considerably across industries and countries 

(Chandrasekaran and Tellis 2007; Golder and Tellis 1997; Tellis et al. 2003). 

Practitioners need to understand what causes this variation and how they can predict 

and control takeoff. 

Prior research identifies some important drivers of takeoff. Agarwal and 

Bayus (2003) find quality to be an important driver of takeoff. Chandrasekaran and 

Tellis (2007) find that culture, wealth, and product-specific factors drive takeoff. 

Tellis, Stremersch and Yin (2003) find that innate country differences are the most 

important factors for explaining international takeoff, whereas economic factors are 

not important. However, prior studies on international takeoff do not account for the 

direct influence of pricing, which is potentially the most powerful driver of takeoff 

(Golder and Tellis 1997). Research shows pricing has a strong effect on the success of 

new product diffusion (Bass 1980; Bottomley and Fildes 1998; Golder and Tellis 1997; 

Horsky 1990; Krishnan, Bass, and Jain 1999). Furthermore, prior research suggests 

the price strategy adapted by a firm has a key influence on the likelihood of new 

product success (Krishnan et al. 1999; Spann, Fischer, and Tellis 2007b; Tellis 1986).  

To fully understand the role of pricing in international takeoff, it may be 

necessary to use time disaggregate data rather than annual data, for four reasons. 

First, patterns of pricing and the effects of pricing are more evident in disaggregate 

data. Second, annual data does not incorporate the effects of seasonality on the 

market. Indeed, the effects of seasonality on takeoff have so far not been explored. 

Third, the prevalence of takeoff on disaggregate data is unclear. On the one hand, 

disaggregate data could smoothen out annual sales spikes and wash out the 
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observed takeoff in aggregate data. On the other hand, if seasonal peaks accelerate 

takeoff, disaggregate data may accentuate the occurrence and identification of 

takeoff. Fourth, disaggregate data increases the precision of observation and the 

efficiency of estimates.   

 This study seeks to throw light on these issues. Specifically, it seeks answers to 

the following questions: 

 Does takeoff occur and is it observable in disaggregate data? 

 Does takeoff occur more frequently at peak months versus non-peak months? 

 How do price levels and patterns influence takeoff of new products across 

countries and categories? 

 How does the influence of price compare to that of country characteristics 

such as economics and culture? 

 

4.3 Theory and Hypotheses 

This section discusses why and when takeoff may occur and how seasonality 

and new pricing may influence the likelihood of takeoff. 

 

4.3.1 Impact of Level of Data Aggregation  

Prior studies on takeoff are based on annual sales data (Markovitch and 

Golder 2007; Tellis et al. 2003). With regard to the identification of takeoff, the impact 

of the level of data aggregation is unclear. Aggregate data offers three benefits. First, 

they are more widely available. Second, they average out random and seasonal 

fluctuations, allowing for clear observations of changes across years. Third, small 

changes in growth could translate into a large observable growth spike. To 

appreciate this fact, consider the following example. A steady sales growth of 20% 

per two-monthly period results in an aggregate sales growth of 199% per year.  As a 

result, one may hypothesize:  

 

H1A:  Takeoff is an artifact of the data, being more clearly observable in aggregate 

data than in disaggregate data.  

 

On the other hand, disaggregate data has advantages, some of which may favor the 

occurrence or observance of takeoff. First, economists favor disaggregate data over 

aggregate data because of its added detail, which allows for more efficient and 

sometimes less biased estimates (Clarke 1976; Judge 1985; Leone 1995). Second, sales 
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of durable products are likely to show peaks and troughs throughout the year 

because of seasonality. A seasonal peak in sales of new products may create 

momentum and favor takeoff. A sales trough may depress sales and the occurrence 

of takeoff. Aggregate data could average and wipe out these important seasonal 

dynamics that affect takeoff. Thus, one may hypothesize: 

 

H1B:  Takeoff is clearly observable in disaggregate data. 

 

4.3.2 Timing of Takeoff 

Most product categories display periodic patterns within the year, referred to 

as seasonality (Radas and Shugan 1998). These fluctuations occur because of climatic 

and institutional events that repeat more or less regularly each year. With respect to 

consumer goods, seasonality is often caused by holidays (Christmas, Thanksgiving, 

New Year) and changes in the weather (start of spring, summer, fall, or winter; 

Hylleberg 1992; Miron 1996). Seasonality may itself be driven by country 

characteristics, as countries (or cultures) celebrate different holidays. For example, in 

the US alone, consumers spend approximately US $222 billion on goods during the 

Thanksgiving - New Year season (US National Retail Federation 2006). Together this 

two-month period can represent as much as 50 percent of sales and profits for 

merchants. Given the seasonal patterns of sales, many firms adjust their strategies 

accordingly (Axarloglou 2003). During periods of peak sales, firms increase 

advertising, promotion, and sales support (Radas and Shugan 1998). Such strategies 

may stimulate new product sales and increase the likelihood of takeoff. Moreover, 

Golder and Tellis (1997) show that certain psychological price points affect takeoff. 

Following their work, we argue that periods of strong sales create a physical and 

psychological context that heightens consumers’ likelihood of purchasing new 

products. Therefore we hypothesize:  

 

H2:  Takeoff is more likely to occur in periods of peak sales than in periods of non-

peak sales. 

 

4.3.3 Main Effect of Price 

Studies on innovation diffusion show a negative direct effect of price on new 

product sales. For example, Tellis (1988) reports a mean elasticity of -2.37 for brands 

in the introductory stage. Bijmolt et al. (2005) find price elasticity to be greatest in the 
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introduction/growth stage. Other research shows that price negatively affects the 

adoption and speed of diffusion of new products (Bass 1980; Bottomley and Fildes 

1998). Similarly, price decreases have a strong influence on triggering the takeoff of 

new products in the US (Golder and Tellis 1997). Hence, we hypothesize: 

 

H3: Price decreases will increase the likelihood of takeoff. 

 

4.3.4 Effects of Price Patterns  

Most studies on diffusion focus on the main effect of price. Few studies focus 

on the effects of temporal pricing patterns, which might have an impact on takeoff 

(Helsen 1964; Horsky 1990). Consumers may use pricing patterns to infer the 

uncertainty of future prices. For example, Wathieu, Muthukrishnan, and 

Bronnenberg (2004) argue that firms’ use of price discounts accentuates consumers’ 

price awareness in their decision-making. As a result consumers become more 

responsive to price patterns. Since consumers often evaluate price changes relative to 

a reference point (Helsen 1964), these expected prices may prove to be an incentive 

for consumers to postpone their purchase. Horsky (1990) argues that if consumers 

expect prices of a new product to fall, they postpone the decision to adopt. Similarly, 

Kalwani et al. (1990) find that consumers may feel reluctant to buy a new product if 

consumers expect the product to be priced lower in the near future (see also 

Gijsbrechts 1993). Jacobson and Obermiller (1990) show consumers’ expectations of 

future prices determines if consumers buy now or later. Thus, prior research implies 

consumers take (expected) price patterns into consideration when purchasing new 

products.  

However, consumers find it difficult to assess future prices. For example, Alba 

et al. (1999), who focus on consumer goods for which price differences tend to be 

small, show that consumers find it easier to estimate average prices. In case of new 

products, and especially new durables, price changes tend to be far greater compared 

to fast moving consumer goods and consumers have more difficulty with estimating 

an average price (Marn et al. 2003). Thomas and Menon (2007) show how reference 

prices are affected by expected pricing as well as the confidence associated with this 

expectation. In case expectations are uncertain, reference prices will also be 

uncertain, which may hamper sales. 

Moreover, depending on the price strategy chosen (Spann et al. 2007b), prices 

of new products will drift over time. Firms may increase prices to milk the market, or 

use penetration pricing to fight competition. Given economies of scale and 
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organizational learning, the costs of producing new products are likely to decrease 

and as a result market prices are likely to move downwards. However, in case 

resources are scarce (e.g. LCD displays for televisions) or suppliers have great market 

power, prices may also move upwards. Price drifts are not constant in the long term. 

Multiple breaks in the trend or drift may occur. These breaks, which we term turning 

points, may enhance consumer uncertainty about pricing. In case the frequency of 

these turning points increases, the perceived instability of prices may increase, create 

uncertainty in the market, and delay the takeoff of new products.  

Hence, if prices are instable, consumers are likely to experience uncertainty 

with regard to the price of the new product (Horsky 1990; Kalwani et al. 1990). This 

lack of stability of prices is particularly relevant in case of new products, since 

consumers have multiple alternatives, including the options of postponing their 

purchase or not ever buying the new product (Jacobson and Obermiller 1990). 

Postponing adoption may be especially conspicuous for new products that have not 

yet taken off because their success prior to takeoff is unclear (for both firms and 

consumers). If due to this perceived uncertainty too many consumers wait, the sales 

of the new product remain low and the likelihood of takeoff decreases. Therefore we 

hypothesize: 

 

H4: Price instability will decrease the likelihood of takeoff of new products. 

 

4.3.5 Control variables 

Because our empirical analysis involves cross-country data, we control for the 

effects of country characteristics. These can be broadly categorized as economics, 

culture, and information access. We discuss the details of each category here. 

 

Economics 

A country’s well being is likely to stimulate the adoption rate of new products. 

In this study we control for wealth, progressiveness, education, and openness. Wealth 

relates to consumers´ average spending power, which is found to stimulate new 

product sales (Helsen, Jedidi, and Desarbo 1993). Moreover, innovators are likely to 

be more wealthy than non-innovators (Rogers 2003). Progressiveness reflects the 

extent to which a country’s wealth is distributed equally across people. In case all 

wealth is concentrated within a small group of consumers, fast diffusion is not likely. 

Education captures the extent to which a population has enjoyed education. Educated 

consumers are more likely to adopt new products than less educated consumers 
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(Rogers 2003). Openness refers to the extent to which countries import and export 

goods. Countries more open to trade will be more likely to adopt new products 

(Talukdar, Sudhir, and Ainslie 2002). 

 

Culture 

Prior research finds support for the effect of culture on the likelihood of 

international takeoff (Tellis et al. 2003). In particular they find that uncertainty 

avoidance, i.e. a country’s cultural tendency to avoid uncertainty, decreases the 

likelihood of takeoff. A country’s masculinity, i.e. the extent to which a country’s sex 

role pattern in society at large is characterized by male or female characteristics, 

increases the likelihood of takeoff.  

 

Information 

 Prior research suggests that access to information stimulates the spreading of 

information about new products and therefore its diffusion (Rogers 2003). Hence we 

control for the relative ease of access to media, namely fixed and mobile phone, TV, 

internet, newspapers, and magazines. 

 

 

4.4 Method  

This section details our data, analysis of seasonality, measurement of takeoff, 

and model. Next we discuss our dependent and independent variables used. 

 

4.4.1 Data 

We sought data at a highly disaggregate temporal level. However, we could 

only get data at the bimonthly level (two months together) from 1996 to 2004. Data 

covers sales and price of 8 new consumer durables across 8 nations. Products include 

profound innovations in the electronics industry of the last 10 years: the DVD 

recorder, DVD stand alone player, surround sound system, LCD TV, Plasma TV, 

MP3 Hard disk, MP3 Flash player, and Portable DVD player. Note that we 

differentiate between the flash based music players and hard-drive based music 

players for two reasons: (1) competition is more intensive for flash players; and (2) 

the costs for both types of players differs substantially. Players with a hard drive are 

much more expensive compared to flash based players. Data is available for the 
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United States and seven European countries; France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, 

Spain, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. 

We collected information on different country characteristics to control for 

possible effects of countries’ economic health and culture. To enrich the data and 

enable deeper analyses, we included economic characteristics such as GDP, GINI 

index, education, media usage, imports, and exports and cultural characteristics such 

as masculinity and uncertainty avoidance. Sales and price data come from GFK 

International (www.gfk.com). Data on the other explanatory variables are from four 

publicly available sources: the Statistical Yearbook of the United Nations, World 

Bank Statistics, Eurostat Review, and Hofstede (2001). In total we have 1324 

observations of bimonthly sales and prices, plus other country characteristics. 

 

4.4.2 Seasonality 

 The retail sales data show clear bimonthly patterns across countries. Sales are 

lowest in summer and peak at the end of the year (see Figure 4.1). We apply the 

classical decomposition approach to remove this seasonality (Makridakis, 

Wheelwright, and McGee 1983). This method derives an index of sales for each 

period of two months in the year, which are then used to deseasonalize the data. Two 

arguments support this approach. First, the causes of seasonality lie in the 

institutional and climatic events, which predominantly depend on a country’s 

characteristics and climate. Though many Western countries, especially in the EU, 

now have more features in common than before, each country still has its unique 

economic environment and culture that affect seasonality. Second, this approach for 

correcting the data is parsimonious, and does not require extensive data.  
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Figure 4.1 

Sales Home Theater in US 

 
* Dotted line represents the corrected sales 

 

 

4.4.3 Measuring Takeoff 

 Prior research uses various measures to determine takeoff. Golder and Tellis 

(1997) define the threshold for takeoff as the plot of the percentage increase in sales 

relative to its base sales. Tellis, Stremersch and Yin (2003) adjust this rule to an 

international context by defining the threshold as sales growth given the penetration 

level of the product. Takeoff of a new product occurs once its growth in sales cross 

the threshold for the respective level of market penetration. Since these rules are 

based on annual data we adapted the takeoff rule of Tellis, Stremersch and Yin (2003) 

to match our bimonthly data. We apply a straightforward adaptation, whereby the 

growth that is necessary to trigger takeoff (based on yearly data) is divided by 6, to 

accommodate for the bimonthly sales data. Note that this approach does not 

accommodate for cumulative effects of growth. Consequently, this adaptation is 

more restrictive especially when penetration is low because it does not explicitly 

account for the compounded growth of sales. See Figure 4.2. To test this adaptation, 

we applied our adjusted threshold as well as the takeoff rules developed by Golder 
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and Tellis (1997), Tellis, Stremersch and Yin (2003), and Wiorkowski and Gylys 

(2006) to the sales data. 

Figure 4.2 

Takeoff rule proposed by Tellis et al. (2003) adapted to bi-monthly data 

 

 
 

Note that we base penetration of all eight products on the cumulative 

uncorrected sales in each period over the number of households in each country, 

following: Penetrationt = trttt householdssalessalesnpenetratio 1 , where ‘r’ 

represents the average repurchase time for a product in a particular category. 

Growth is based on each product's sales corrected by the seasonal index within 

countries and calculated as the difference in corrected sales between period t and 

period t-1 over the corrected sales in period t-1.  

 

4.4.4 Independent Variables 

Prices of all products are in US dollars (1999) across categories. As prices vary 

across categories, we use relative prices, expressed as the price of each product in 

each period relative to the initial price of that product at launch. This measure allows 

standardization across categories. Furthermore, relative price incorporates the use of 

the initial price of a new product as a reference point (Golder and Tellis 1997; 

Rajendran and Tellis 1994). We calculate relative price as: Relative price (rp) 

0tt priceprice    
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To test hypothesis H4, we measure two aspects of price instability: price 

volatility and frequency of price turning points, as follows.  

We measure price volatility (PV) using the standard deviation of price in a 

moving window of 6 periods, i.e. one year: 

 

PV = 
6

1

2)(
6

1

j

jt PP         (4.1) 

where 
6

16

1

j

tPP          (4.2) 

 

We compute price turning points (PTP) as the number of times the price trend 

changes direction in the past year, as follows:  

 

PTP = ∑t ∑j = 1 to 6 Dt         (4.3) 

 

where 

 

  1 if (Pt-j – Pt-j-1) < 0 and (Pt-j-1 – Pt-j-2) > 0 

Dt =  {  1 if (Pt-j – Pt-j-1) > 0 and (Pt-j-1 – Pt-j-2) < 0    (4.4) 

  0 otherwise. 

 

We incorporate a dummy for spring and winter holidays because takeoff 

occurred most frequently in these periods.  

We measure country characteristics in the following ways. We operationalize 

wealth using national GDP per capita in US dollars. We use the GINI-index to 

measure economic progressiveness (Tellis et al. 2003). We use the ratio of imports 

and exports in each country to operationalize the openness of an economy. We 

combine the total penetration / usage of TV’s, radio’s, newspapers, mobile phones 

and magazine subscriptions to operationalize media usage. We measure two 

dimensions of culture, masculinity and uncertainty avoidance, using Hofstede (2001) 

scales. We exclude the cultural dimensions of individualism given its high overlap 

with a country’s GDP (Hofstede 2001; Tellis et al. 2003; Van den Bulte and 

Stremersch 2004). 
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4.4.5 Model 

We model time to takeoff using a Cox proportional Hazard regression model 

(Bayus, Kang, and Agarwal 2007; Cox 1972). A product in the introductory stage 

corresponds to ‚success‛ in the hazard literature whereas takeoff corresponds to 

‚failure‛. Our proposed model includes both time-varying and time-invariant 

covariates. Time-varying covariates include price, price volatility, price turning 

points, as well as country characteristics such as GDP. Time-invariant covariates 

include country characteristics such as economics (income inequality, media 

availability, etc) and culture (as expressed in masculinity and uncertainty avoidance).  

 Cox (1972) introduced an extension to the proportional hazard model to 

account for discrete time as follows: 

  

i

j

j

ij

ij
x

th

th

xth

xth
exp

11 0

0
,       (4.5) 

 

where ij xth   is the hazard at time tj for a product with covariate values 

xi, jth0  is the baseline hazard at time tj, and ixexp  is the relative risk associated 

with covariate values xi. After taking logs, a model is obtained on the conditional 

probability of takeoff at tj given that takeoff has not occurred up to time tj, 

  

logit ijij xxth         (4.6) 

 

where j = logit jth0  is the logit of the baseline hazard and ix is the effect of the 

covariates on the logit of the hazard. The variables may be time-invariant (e.g. 

culture) or time-varying (price). Essentially the model treats time as a discrete factor 

by incorporating a parameter αj for each possible time of takeoff tj. The hazard model 

reduces to a logistic regression model, which can be estimated using standard 

maximum likelihood. The interpretation of the parameters β is similar to logistic 

regression; a positive β increases the hazard of takeoff, a negative β decreases the 

hazard.  

The model does not include a term for unobserved heterogeneity (see for 

example Golder and Tellis 2004; Golder and Tellis 1997; Helsen and Schmittlein 1993; 

Tellis et al. 2003), because takeoff occurs only once for each category, and it decreases 

the value of the model for predicting the occurrence of takeoff.  Heterogeneity is 

captured by the included independent variables. 
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4.5 Results 

This section covers univariate analyses, including an analysis of seasonality, 

occurrence of takeoff, and mean time to takeoff. Next, we present the results from 

our Hazard model, and discuss the robustness of the results.  

 

4.5.1 Univariate Analysis 

 

Seasonality in sales 

 The analysis of new product sales over time across countries shows sales to be 

highly seasonal. Figure 4.3 displays the seasonality index across countries. Sales are 

strongest in October-November and December-January and relatively stable in 

February-March, April-May, June-July, and August-September. Overall, the yearend 

sales account for 46% of sales of new products in each year. 

 

Figure 4.3 

Seasonality Index across Countries 
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Occurrence of Takeoff  

 Application of the takeoff rule shows that takeoff occurs in over 92% of the 

cases with bimonthly data. We validate the identification of takeoff by visual 

inspection and by a statistic developed by Wiorkowski and Gylys (2006). First, in 52 

out of 55 product-market combinations, visual inspection of plots of the sales 

supports our identification of takeoff. In two cases, the rule predicted takeoff 1 

period too early compared to the visual inspection. Second, a statistical test to 

identify takeoff by Wiorkowski and Gylys (2006) confirms these results. This test, 

using an alpha of .05 supports the identification of takeoff in 51 of 55 cases. Thus, 

consistent with Hypothesis 1B, our results show that takeoff occurs at the 

disaggregate level and is not an artifact of aggregate data. 

 

Mean Time to Takeoff 

 The average time to takeoff is 33 months, which is equal to approximately 2.8 

years. This is substantially lower compared to prior studies on takeoff (Golder and 

Tellis 1997; Tellis et al. 2003). Two reasons explain this finding. First, prior studies 

focus on historical data going back over 100 years (e.g., Golder and Tellis 1997). 

Markets were evolving less fast at the time because of less competition and slower 

technology development. Second, prior studies focus on other goods, such as 

household appliances and cars, whereas this study focuses exclusively on new 

technological consumer products. Our results confirm the notion that the product 

lifecycle of new technology products is shortening over time. 

 

4.5.2 Logit Model Estimates 

 The estimates of the logistic model are in Table 4.1. Consistent with 

Hypothesis 2, the hazard of takeoff is significantly greater during spring. The hazard 

for winter holidays is also higher, though the p levels are 0.06. This finding may be 

because our data combined the months December and January, which dampens the 

sales peak of December. Figure 4 graphically demonstrates these effects and shows 

that takeoff occurs most often in spring, closely followed by the winter holidays at 

year end. Relatively few takeoffs occur in summer or in the beginning of the calendar 

year. Though sales show a clear seasonal peak in the fall, our results show the 

seasonality of takeoff to be characterized by two peaks, one in spring and one at the 

year end. (Please see Figure 4.4) 
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Figure 4.4  

The Relative Frequency of the Occurrence of Takeoff throughout the Year 

 

 

Consistent with Hypothesis 3, price affects the hazard of takeoff. We find a 

negative effect of -1.7. Prices appear to drop substantially during the early life cycle 

of new products (Figure 4.5). On average across products and countries, prices at 

takeoff drop to 54% of their initial value at launch. During this introductory stage, 

prices vary dramatically. After 1 year, prices drop 10% from the launch price. After 

two years prices drop 35% from the launch price. After approximately 2 to 3 years 

the overall price drop flattens out and prices decrease less fast. Overall, our results 

suggest prices typically drop substantially, which pattern increases the likelihood of 

takeoff.  
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Figure 4.5 

Pricing Trends across Products and Countries from Time of Introduction 

 
 

Consistent with Hypothesis 4, the price instability has a strong significant 

negative effect on the hazard of takeoff. This result is supported by two measures of 

price. First, the hazard of takeoff decreases if prices change direction often, as 

captured in the frequency of price turning points. We find that 39% of all price 

changes can be characterized as a price turning point. Second, the hazard of takeoff 

decreases if the overall price volatility increases.  

With regard to country characteristics, we find limited support for economic 

variables, while we do find significant effects for cultural variables. Only a country’s 

openness stimulates the hazard of takeoff. A country’s GDP, GINI index, level of 

education, size of its population, and media usage do not affect the hazard of takeoff. 

Culture, as expressed in masculinity and uncertainty avoidance, proves to be a 

significant factor in driving takeoff. Takeoff is more likely in countries that score high 

on masculinity or low on uncertainty avoidance.  

The effects of pricing outweigh the effects of country’s characteristics as 

shown by the effects of each factors (See Table 4.1). A 1% decrease in price results in 

an 82% increase in the hazard of takeoff. A 1% increase in the frequency of turning 

points decreases the likelihood of hazard by 13%. Peak seasons increase the hazard of 

takeoff with 40% and 20% respectively for spring and winter holidays. The effects of 
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country characteristics are relatively small. For example a 1% increase of the GINI 

index results in a 1% increase of the hazard of takeoff. Hence, pricing offers more 

explanatory power in capturing the hazard of takeoff, compared to country 

characteristics. 

To assess the models’ fit, we use the Max-rescaled R-square. This measure 

adjusts the R2 to the maximum possible R2, as R2 may achieve a maximum of less 

than 1 for models whose hazard is a product of probabilities (Nagelkerke 1991). Our 

results show an average Max-rescaled R-square of 0.33, which compares well with 

prior studies in the area. We considered different measures of the price instability, 

i.e. price change frequency and price volatility, to test the robustness of our findings. 

Results show consistently that price instability increases the time to takeoff. 

Moreover, we tested the robustness of our results by estimating alternative models. 

This did not affect our results.  
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Table 4.1  

Hazard Model Estimates 

 

Variable Estimate 

% change 

in Hazard 

of Takeoff 

Wald 

Chi-square 
Prob. 

Pricing        

Price -1.708 -81.91% 96.72 <.0001 

Price Patterns     

Turning Points -0.115 -10.24% 17.61 <.0001 

Price Volatility -0.002 -0.20% 88.19 <.0001 

Season     

Spring  0.331 39.53% 18.60 <.0001 

Winter Holidays 0.186 20.44% 3.49 0.06 

Country characteristics     

GDP 0.000 0.00% 1.59 0.21 

GINI-index 0.010 1.01% 1.58 0.21 

Education 0.000 0.00% 0.13 0.72 

Population 0.000 0.00% 1.09 0.74 

Openness 0.000 0.00% 5.80 0.02 

Media 0.006 0.60% 0.01 0.90 

Masculinity 0.006 0.60% 4.37 0.04 
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4.6 Discussion 

This section presents a summary of key findings, discusses implications of our 

findings, and identifies key limitations. 

 

4.6.1 Summary 

The occurrence of takeoff of new products is a critical event in the life cycle of new 

products, yet has only been addressed in a limited set of contexts. To the best of our 

knowledge no study exists that incorporates disaggregate sales data as well as 

pricing information of a set of new products in both the US and Europe. This study 

analyzes the takeoff of 8 products in 8 countries using bimonthly data and finds that 

takeoff is not an artifact of the data. Analysis leads to the following main findings: 

 Takeoff is clearly visible in micro data  

 Takeoff is affected by seasonality. It occurs most frequently in spring and 

during winter holidays. 

 Pricing plays important role in international takeoff 

o Price elasticity is negative (-1.7), larger than the effect of every other 

variable 

o Prices drop on average to 54% of their initial value at launch while price 

turning points occur 39% of the time. 

o A high price instability lowers the likelihood of takeoff; turning points 

lowers the hazard of takeoff; high price volatility lowers the hazard of 

takeoff 

 Culture is only control variable that plays an important role in affecting 

takeoff 

 The time it takes before high-tech durables show takeoff is decreasing  

o The average time to takeoff of 2.8 years (33 months)  

 

4.6.2 Implications 

First, this study shows pricing is the single most important factor in driving 

takeoff. Overall, a drop in price of 1% increases the likelihood of takeoff by 82%. 

Though other factors, for example a country’s uncertainty avoidance and GINI index 

may affect takeoff, managers should concentrate on using pricing to effectively 

stimulate takeoff even in an international context. 

Second, prices drop considerably during the early years of a new product. On 

average, price at takeoff are 54% of the initial launch price cross products and 
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countries. We suspect that this effect is not only due to the higher utility of lower 

price but also due to the framing effect of the discount from initial price. New 

products may come to be associated with the launch prices for some period of time, 

so that consumers continue to compare current price to that initial price. Thus, these 

results support the use of price skimming for new products. Our specific results by 

category and country can provide a benchmark against which managers can compare 

their price strategy in similar contexts. 

Third, two components of pricing are important: the price drop and price 

instability. Both factors stimulate the hazard of takeoff and both factors are at play in 

the marketplace. Managers should avoid excess instability in prices.  We measured 

instability by the number of turning points and the volatility in prices. While 

attempting a skimming strategy, managers should plan on using this strategy 

judiciously with regular rather than erratic price drops and avoid turning points in 

price trends. In particular, holding a steady pricing strategy may be particularly 

relevant in the face of new entry which can lead to competitive turbulence. 

Fourth, our results show that takeoff is detectable in bimonthly data. So, firms 

can and should actively monitor takeoff in bimonthly data for greater control and 

better planning. In particular, aligning takeoff with seasonality may be quite 

advantageous. While most managers try to introduce new products during the 

winter holidays to take advantage of the year-end seasonal peak, our results provide 

added impetus to this strategy. We find that takeoff occurs most often in spring. 

Possible reasons could be the buzz generated by holiday sales. Thus, having the 

product in distribution during the winter holidays may enable managers to capitalize 

on buzz and catch the wave of spring takeoffs. 

 

4.6.3 Limitations and Future research 

This study has several limitations that offer opportunities for future research. 

First, this study is based on a limited set of products and countries. Second, we were 

unable to get consistent measures of distribution and competition. Next to pricing, 

these factors are likely to affect the sales pattern of new products. Third, our research 

focuses on product categories, not individual brands. Though this is common in 

marketing science, the analyses of pricing of separate newly introduced brands 

across countries and categories seems a very fruitful area of research. Fourth, our 

data is bimonthly. Assessing the prevalence and measurability of takeoff in weekly 

data would be helpful. All these remain promising areas for future research.  
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Chapter 5: Conclusions  

 

Be not astonished at new ideas; for it is well known to you that a 

thing does not therefore cease to be true because it is not accepted 

by many. 

 

Spinoza 

 

 

5.1 Abstract 

This chapter summarizes the main findings, contribution, and managerial relevance of the 

research presented in the last three chapters and discusses different possible directions for 

future research.  
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5.2 Synopsis 

New products have been around for ages, improving people’s lives, changing, 

creating and destroying markets, and affecting the everyday world around us. 

However, more often than not, new products fail to be accepted by consumers. 

Sometimes clear and straightforward reasons exist to explain why consumes do not 

accept the new product, though oftentimes a clear answer is missing. The aim of this 

dissertation is to address why and when certain new products are accepted and why 

others are not? Chapter 1 presents a short introduction to research on new product 

adoption and diffusion. In chapter 2, we summarize and analyze the findings of three 

decades of research on consumer adoption of innovations. Chapter 3 presents a 

study on the innovation adoption process. We model the transitions among multiple 

stages for different products across a large sample of consumers. In chapter 4, we 

study the acceptance of products at the market level. To do so, we model the 

likelihood of takeoff of eight products across eight countries, given price patterns, 

and country characteristics. Table 5.1 further specifies the key findings of each study.  
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Table 5.1 

Overview Empirical Studies in Dissertation 

 

Chapter 2  

Research question  What do we know about consumer adoption, based on three decades of 

research? 

Key Findings • Drivers affect intention and behavior differently 

• Innovation characteristics are key drivers of adoption intention and 

adoption behavior. 

– Uncertainty and compatibility drive adoption intention 

– Relative advantage and complexity drive adoption behavior 

– Complexity stimulates adoption intention and hampers adoption 

behavior 

– Observability and trialability are relatively unimportant. 

• Demographics have relatively little explanatory power. 

• Psychographics capture intention and adoption well; particularly 

involvement and innovativeness. 

• Opinion leadership is more important for adoption than for intention. 

• The type of product used in studying adoption behavior may affect 

results. 

• Relative advantage and compatibility correlate very high. 

 

Chapter 3  

Research question What factors drive the adoption decision process? 

Key Findings • The transitions in the innovation adoption process are dominated by 

different drivers.  

• Innovation characteristics dominate the adoption process and overshadow 

the effects of adopter characteristics.  

• Relative advantage and compatibility, i.e. gains, have strong positive 

effect on adoption, in particular in the transition to evaluation, and from 

adoption to continued use. 

• Complexity and uncertainty are only relevant for the transition from 

evaluation to adoption.  

– For FMCGs we find also a significant effect of complexity on the 

transition from awareness to trial. 

• The effects of innovation characteristics on consumers’ transition through 

stages of adoption are moderated by both innovativeness and opinion 

leadership.  

• Prior research shows too much focus on the transition from evaluation to 

adoption. 
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Table 5.1 (continued) 

Overview Empirical Studies in Dissertation 

 

Chapter 4  

Research question How do price, price patterns and country characteristics help understand and 

predict new product takeoff across countries? 

Key Findings • Takeoff is clearly visible in micro data  

• Takeoff is affected by seasonality. It occurs most frequently in spring and 

during winter holidays. 

• Pricing plays important role in international takeoff 

– Price elasticity is negative (-1.7), larger than the effect of every other 

variable 

– Prices drop on average to 54% of their initial value at launch while 

price turning points occur 39% of the time. 

– A high price instability lowers the likelihood of takeoff; turning 

points lowers the hazard of takeoff; high price volatility lowers the 

hazard of takeoff 

• Culture is only control variable that plays an important role in affecting 

takeoff 

• The time it takes before high-tech durables show takeoff is decreasing  

• The average time to takeoff is 2.8 years (33 months)  

 

 

5.3 Questions and Conclusions 

The objective of this dissertation is to improve our understanding of new 

product adoption and diffusion among consumers. Chapter 2, 3, and 4 each add to 

the puzzle of capturing what drives the successful adoption and takeoff of new 

products. Apart from the specific results and implications discussed in each chapter, 

there are different aspects touched upon in different chapters that require attention. 

Below, I discuss the most relevant central findings of this dissertation by relating 

them to questions that are central to the research on consumer new product adoption 

and diffusion. 

 

5.3.1 What Factors Drive New Product Adoption? 

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the extensive research that has been 

conducted to understand and predict the likelihood of the adoption of new products 

by consumers. Ever since the 1930s, studies have tried to capture all relevant factors 

that drive consumer adoption (Hauser et al. 2006; Rogers 2003). From the 1970s, 

marketing research on innovation flourished. Most studies focused on the impact of 

adopter characteristics. Throughout the late 1970s and the 1980s, more and more 
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attention was paid to the influence of the perceived characteristics of new products 

on the adoption decision.  

Chapter 2 presents a meta-analysis on studies in the field of marketing on 

consumer adoption. We collected 92 studies that were published between 1970 and 

2006, and created a database that contained detailed information on each specific 

relation addressed in each of these studies, as well as the general characteristics of 

these studies. The results in chapter 2 imply that drivers of adoption intention and 

adoption behavior differ. Intention is mostly driven by compatibility, uncertainty, 

involvement and innovativeness whereas adoption is mostly driven by relative 

advantage, complexity, age, income, innovativeness, and opinion leadership. We find 

a dual effect of complexity; it stimulates intention yet hampers adoption. Moreover, 

the size effects of antecedents show important differences across drivers with few 

dominating. This is in line with other research (Mittal et al. 1999). With respect to 

adopter characteristics, we find that the influence of demographics is limited for 

explaining intention, whereas age and income seem relevant for adoption. 

Psychographics on the other hand have a substantial impact on both adoption 

intention and adoption behavior. Innovativeness and product involvement 

consistently positively affect both.  

In chapter 3, we explicitly model the transitions that consumers go through in 

the adoption decision process. Overall, our results confirm our findings in chapter 2 

and show that the perceived innovation characteristics and consumer innovativeness 

play a key role throughout the adoption decision process. Compatibility and relative 

advantage are most relevant, whereas the importance of complexity and uncertainty 

is most prevalent in the transition from intention to adoption. In contrast with 

chapter 2, we do not find a positive effect of complexity on the transition from 

awareness to evaluation, or from awareness to trial. Furthermore we find that 

throughout the adoption process innovativeness either directly or indirectly 

stimulates the transition to the next stage. In addition, opinion leadership and 

product involvement are relevant in explaining transitions in the adoption process, 

though both factors are less dominant. Other adopter characteristics matter relatively 

little though we find significant effects of age and income for FMCGs. 

Overall, this dissertation shows that gains, i.e. relative advantage and 

compatibility, and losses, i.e. complexity and uncertainty, in combination with 

consumer innovativeness determine if adoption will occur.  
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5.3.2 When Do Stages Matter? 

Chapter 3 detailed the adoption process that consumers go through when 

confronted with a new product. Consumers must transit from one stage to the next in 

order to adopt the new product and to ultimately incorporate it into their every day 

routine. Each transition may be considered an event, as each transition requires 

mental action of the consumer. So far fairly little research has addressed these stages. 

Though chapter 3 lists multiple approaches to summarizing stages, relatively few 

insights exist with regard to which stages matter most, why, and to what extent these 

stages are comparable across types of consumers, products, or cultures. For example, 

how long do consumers take to progress from one stage to the next? In addition, 

research on active or passive rejection or postponement of adopting new products is 

scattered. It appears research implicitly assumes that rejection is the opposite of 

adoption, though clear evidence for this view does not exist. Our meta-analysis in 

chapter 2 shows many studies focus on just one stage; relatively few studies address 

the extent to which their results relate to other studies that focus on similar or other 

stages.  

Our results show stages matter because the impact of adoption drivers differs 

across stages. Clearly, consumers who have not yet adopted form no homogeneous 

group. Non-adopters may be located in different stages across the adoption process, 

may not even be aware of the new product or may have already rejected the product. 

Furthermore, our results show only few consumers move to continued use, which in 

essence is the ultimate form of adoption.  

 

5.3.3 How to Relate Findings of Research on Adoption to Research on Diffusion? 

Research on adoption is directly linked to research on diffusion. As Gatignon 

and Robertson (1985) note: ‘adoption lies at the heart of diffusion’. Without 

individual consumers accepting an innovation, any attention for the development of 

new products on the (international) market level seems futile. Still, often the 

perspective in the field of adoption only partly overlaps with the perspective taken in 

diffusion research. In chapter 2 and 3 we focus on drivers of individual adoption, 

and find that innovation characteristics and consumer innovativeness are most 

important. In chapter 4, we model the effects of price and price patterns on the 

likelihood of takeoff and find that price and price patterns have strong effects on the 

likelihood of takeoff. So how do the effects of price at the market level relate to the 

effects of innovation characteristics and innovativeness at the consumer level? 
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Innovation characteristics relate to the consumers’ perceptions of the new product. 

Some of these perceptions, i.e. relative advantage and compatibility, relate directly to 

price, namely the extent to which a new product offers advantages in part depends 

its price. Similarly compatibility relates to the fit between a potential adopter’s 

spending power or income, and the new product.  

 

5.4 Managerial Implications 

Innovation is widely considered to be a viable option for increasing the 

likelihood of firm survival, as well as for improving firms’ growth and profitability. 

Offering innovative new products allows a firm to be different, and to receive a price 

premium for its products. To successfully market new products, firms need to 

understand both adoption and diffusion. Increased insights into why some 

consumers adopt, why others will not, and what factors drive individual consumer 

decision making, will benefit firms and policy makers, and lead them to better 

market new products, and to more efficiently and effectively create consumer 

acceptance. Insight into takeoff, why it occurs, when, and where (cities, regions, 

countries) is critical for the effective and efficient management of new products, 

which given the (ever increasing) costs of developing new products can be a 

competitive advantage in many markets (Tellis, Stremersch, and Yin 2003). The 

research presented in this dissertation may increase firms’ likelihood of successfully 

introducing and marketing new products. More specifically, the insights derived 

from chapter 2, 3, and 4 have the following implications. 

  

5.4.1 Individual Adoption 

Despite earlier research, both the meta analysis (chapter 2) and the analysis of 

transitions within the adoption decision process (chapter 3) show only few factors 

determine the actual adoption decision with regard to new products. Chapter 2 

shows adoption intention and adoption behavior are affected differently by drivers. 

Consequently, firms need to realize that consumers focus on different new product 

characteristics when stating their intentions (Jamieson and Bass 1989). This is 

particularly relevant in case of new product market pretests whereby firms often use 

stated intention to assess the likely attractiveness of the new product. Chapter 2 

shows these pretests must be interpreted with caution, especially when the objective 

is to assess the drivers of the adoption of the new product. For example, a new 

products’ perceived complexity may stimulate adoption intention, yet prevent a 
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consumer form adoption. Hence pretest may not reveal complexity as a problem and 

managers need to be careful when using stated intentions to further develop the 

product or to forecast sales (Infosino 1986). At the market, this implies that new 

products that score high on consumer intention may not necessarily do well with 

regard to actual adoption; sales may not achieve the anticipated volume. If so, firms 

should zoom in which factors are most relevant for adoption behavior, not intention.  

Chapter 2 shows that firms should focus on innovation characteristics, 

particularly relative advantage and complexity. Furthermore, the chances of 

adoption behavior increase in case the firm targets consumers who score high on 

different adopter characteristics, namely opinion leadership, innovativeness and new 

product involvement. Targeting consumers based on a demographic profile is likely 

to be less effective. Chapter 3 verifies these results and shows that essentially 

potential perceived gains and losses, in combination with consumer’s 

innovativeness, opinion leadership and product involvement determine the likely 

occurrence of adoption. Firms must realize that gains and losses have a different role 

during the adoption decision process. It may be more efficient as a firm to clarify 

new product characteristics that are perceived as losses than to stress the potential 

gains of a product. Losses are particularly relevant in the transition to adoption. 

Moreover effects show mixed results of adopter socio-demographics. Though these 

are relatively easy to identify they appear not consistent across products, and 

markets. Hence, our results indicate that targeting specific consumers based on their 

demographic profile offers relatively little discriminative power between adopters 

and non-adopters. Instead, we argue firms should focus on innovative consumers. 

Finally, a descriptive overview of the distribution of consumers across stages of the 

adoption process in a target market may help understand and predict adoption rates. 

Firms need to be aware that consumers proceed through different stages to reach 

adoption. Firms need to constantly monitor the distribution of their target audience 

across stages and adapt their media communication strategy accordingly. Research 

implies relatively few consumers have routinized the use of products into their daily 

life (Shih and Venkatesh 2004). Hence, managers need to monitor not just sales but 

also the frequency and depth of use of the new product. 

 

5.4.2 Takeoff 

Takeoff is a key event in the product lifecycle. Too often firms base their 

prediction of sales and market share on products that have been introduced before, 

or simply predict a linear increase in sales over time. However, most new products 
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show low initial sales, followed by a period of exponential sales growth. Today, 

parsimonious models have been developed in marketing science that greatly help 

understand and predict the sales patterns of new products. Firms can manage 

accordingly, and can more effectively use their resources for further product 

development, advertising, and sales support among other things. 

It takes time before takeoff occurs. Though firms cannot time takeoff, they can 

however reduce the time to takeoff by incorporating the following guidelines. First, 

firms can use pricing to stimulate sales. Firms should take into account that price 

volatility may have an adverse effect on time to takeoff. Too aggressive and 

infrequent price changes may have an adverse effect. Second, firms may decrease the 

time to takeoff by selecting innovative and wealthy countries.  

The effects of pricing on time to takeoff outweigh the effects of country 

characteristics, namely economics and culture. More specifically our results imply 

that pricing has a dual effect on the likelihood of takeoff. We found a direct negative 

effect of price on time to takeoff, indicating that a drop in price of 10% increases the 

probability of takeoff with 16.7%. However, price instability, expressed in price 

turning points and price volatility, negatively affect the likelihood of takeoff. 

Furthermore we find country characteristics seem to play a less important role in 

explaining new product takeoff. We find no support for the effects of economics. We 

do find significant effects for a country’s masculinity and uncertainty avoidance, 

similar to the results of Tellis  et al. (2003). However, these effects are far less 

important than the effects of price, price turning points, and price volatility. 

Consequently, pricing, as an instrument to stimulate sales and takeoff, should 

be used with care. Firms should avoid inconsistency in price changes over time, and 

use price drops judiciously. In case firms do not treat prices carefully, consumers 

may translate significant price alterations to uncertainty, and decide to wait and re-

asses future prices once more (Thomas and Menon 2007).  

Finally, firms can and should actively monitor takeoff in micro data for greater 

control and better planning. Takeoff occurs most frequently during two key seasons, 

spring and winter holidays, and companies should be prepared for both. Firms 

should not focus on winter season alone. 

 

5.5 Future Research  

This section discusses different possible directions of future research. Given 

the extent of research already present on innovation, and new product adoption and 
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diffusion in particular, I will only focus on those issues that I feel are most relevant 

for future research in this field based upon the studies presented in this thesis.  

 

Adoption as a Decision Process 

Chapter 2 and chapter 3 clearly show adoption is the result of a decision 

making process. However this is not a new insight. Prior research in the 1960s and 

1970s have detailed the stages that consumers go through when deciding upon 

adoption (see Figure 3.1) (Robertson 1971; Rogers 2003). However, chapter 2 shows 

prior research has ignored the notion that drivers may affect stages differently.  

Apart from these conceptual challenges, capturing how consumers progress 

through stages over time also offers several methodological challenges that require 

attention. First, the term ‘adoption’ means many things. A clear focus on dynamic 

adoption processes lacks. Studies imply their results adhere to every single stage in 

the process or ignore the process altogether. Most studies focus on the intention to 

adopt or the actual adoption decision. Very few studies address other stages such as 

awareness, evaluation or continued use. Second, more advanced methods need to be 

incorporated to analyze the adoption decision process. For example, Hedeker and 

Mermelstein (1998) present an interesting model to analyze sub sequential 

transitions. Third, a post-hoc assessment of effects is the norm (rather than 

longitudinal). In other words, the majority of studies require consumers (or other 

subjects) to look back in time to review their adoption decision. A longitudinal 

approach may prove valuable in order to avoid hindsight bias and capture process 

dynamics. 

 

Antecedents of Adoption 

Our literature review shows that many antecedents of ‘adoption’ have been 

considered in the literature. Too often studies or researchers have attempted to 

broaden the set of factors needed to explain adoption behavior. More attention needs 

to be paid to key drivers and how perceptions are formed by consumers. Second, 

relatively little is known about contingencies and interdependent effects of variables. 

Few studies address possible interactions between adopter characteristics and 

innovation characteristics. Chapter 3 shows that the interactions between innovation 

characteristics and innovativeness or opinion leadership affect each stage in the 

adoption process.  

Innovativeness has been conceptualized in multiple ways (Roehrich 2004). 

More research is necessary to detail its influence (Steenkamp et al. 1999; Tellis et al. 
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2005). Chapter 2 and chapter 3 clearly reveal innovativeness may be central to 

improving the understanding of consumer adoption (Hauser et al. 2006; Roehrich 

2004).  

As shown in chapter 3, relatively little is known about how consumers 

develop, maintain, and update their perceptions of new products. This dissertation 

does not address how consumers shape their perceptions of new products; instead, 

we focus on the impact of these perceptions on adoption. Surely, throughout the 

adoption process, consumers must be made aware of the new product to create 

certain perceptions of new products. It is unclear why, when, or how these 

perceptions are formed or changed such that adoption does eventually take place. 

Research suggests social networks may create awareness and affect consumer 

perceptions (Van den Bulte and Lilien 2002). Furthermore, the meta-analysis reveals 

relatively little attention has been paid to the role of consumers’ social network on 

individual adoption. However, research shows social networks are likely to affect 

new product diffusion (Van den Bulte and Joshi 2007; Van den Bulte and Stremersch 

2004). Clearly more research is needed to address how consumers’ perceptions are 

created and the extent to which social networks play a role here (Watts and Dodds 

2007).  

 

Adoption versus Diffusion 

Adoption research mostly stresses the characteristics of the new product 

(Boyd and Mason 1999; Rogers 2003) as well as the characteristics of adopters (Im et 

al. 2003; Steenkamp et al. 1999). Especially the latter has received considerable 

attention. The meta-analysis on consumer adoption presented in chapter 2 identifies 

approximately 200 different variables used to capture the profile of potential 

adopters (see Appendix B for a list of variables not included in the model; the list 

pertains almost exclusively to adopter characteristics). Diffusion research is much 

more focused on the pattern of sales over time, and how this is influenced by specific 

marketing actions, marketing strategies, and network effects (Mahajan et al. 1995; 

Mahajan et al. 1990b). Chapter 4 shows how pricing affects takeoff. Relatively little is 

known about how consumer perceptions of the gains and losses of the product affect 

takeoff and diffusion, or how different types of consumers, i.e. high or low on 

innovativeness assess pricing differently. Though several studies bridge this gap and 

model diffusion and incorporate different individual level factors (For an overview 

see Chandrasekaran and Tellis 2006; Gatignon and Robertson 1986), few studies in 
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this area build upon both fields of research, i.e. adoption and diffusion, and truly 

combine the detailed insights that have been created in both fields. 

 

Context 

This dissertation is about the acceptance of new products and its drivers. As 

such, the findings should be applicable to a wide range of products and services 

across different industries and countries. However, most research in this area, as well 

as this dissertation, is based upon adoption and diffusion patterns of products in the 

consumer electronics industry. And though much insight has been created from 

studying such products as washing machines, VCRs, televisions, mobile phones, 

computers, and so on, much may be gained from analyzing completely different 

products and markets. For example, relatively little is known in marketing science 

with regard to new (online) services or lifesaving new drugs. Both research on 

consumer adoption and diffusion share this focus on durables.   

 

  Finally, this dissertation addresses some of the issues related to new product 

acceptance in the field of marketing. It offers yet another small step to improve our 

understanding of the likelihood of success of new products among individual 

consumers. Many areas for future research exist. By no means do I claim to solve the 

puzzle. Still, I do hope this work helps to create new insights to increase the success 

rate of new products and to limit the occurrence of non-adoption. A lot of new 

products really deserve it. 
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Nederlandse Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch) 

 

 Waarom worden nieuwe producten geaccepteerd door consumenten? 

Waarom falen zo veel nieuwe producten? Dat zijn de kernvragen van dit onderzoek 

getiteld ‘Essays over de adoptie en diffusie van nieuwe producten’. De geschiedenis 

leert dat innovatie, op elk terrein, van enorme waarde is voor consumenten en 

bedrijven, en daarmee voor de vooruitgang van de maatschappij. Innovatie heeft 

zich dus bewezen. Echter waarom halen veel innovaties het dan niet? Waarom zijn 

niet veel meer consumenten bereid om nieuwe producten te gebruiken, gegeven het 

economische nut dat men dagelijks aan producten ontleent die 10 jaar geleden nieuw 

waren? Wat bepaalt de adoptie van nieuwe producten? 

Deze dissertatie gaat verder in op deze vragen, en bundelt drie onderzoeken 

met ieder als doel om een specifiek aspect van de acceptatie van producten bij 

consumenten uit te lichten. Hierbij leggen wij de nadruk op onderzoek in het 

vakgebied marketing. Het doel van dit onderzoek is om een bijdrage te leveren aan 

de bestaande inzichten in de acceptatie van nieuwe producten door consumenten, en 

te achterhalen welke factoren daarbij van doorslaggevend belang zijn. 

 

In hoofdstuk 2 geven we een overzicht van het academisch onderzoek dat 

sinds 1970 heeft plaats gevonden naar de adoptie van nieuwe producten door 

consumenten binnen het vakgebied marketing. Hierbij kijken we vooral naar de twee 

belangrijkste fases in het adoptie proces, namelijk de intentie bij consumenten om te 

adopteren, en de daadwerkelijke adoptie van het nieuwe product door consumenten. 

Intenties meten de mate waarin consumenten bereid zijn tot aanschaf en wordt 

gemeten nadat consumenten in aanraking zijn gekomen met een nieuw product en 

dit hebben geëvalueerd. We spreken echter pas daadwerkelijk van adoptie als 

consumenten werkelijk het nieuwe product hebben gekocht. Beiden vormen cruciale 

fases in het besluitvormingsproces van consumenten, echter in eerder onderzoek 

worden beide fases veelal over een kam geschoren. In dit hoofdstuk maken we 

expliciet onderscheid tussen beiden om juist na te gaan wat we kunnen leren van 

bestaand onderzoek naar de stimulerende adoptiefactoren in beide fases.  

Op basis van literatuuronderzoek identificeren we 92 studies en meer dan 200 

factoren die een rol spelen bij consumenten adoptie. Het onderzoek toont aan dat de 

factoren die bepalend zijn voor adoptie een andere rol spelen bij het verklaren van 

intenties dan bij het verklaren van adoptiegedrag. Verder tonen wij aan dat slechts 
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een beperkt aantal factoren daadwerkelijk van belang is. Ten eerste zijn dat de 

karakteristieken van het nieuwe product zelf. Bij het verklaren van de intenties van 

consumenten om een nieuw product te kopen zijn dat met name compatibiliteit en 

onzekerheid. Bij adoptiegedrag gaat het juist om relatief voordeel en complexiteit. 

Demografische kenmerken van consumenten zoals leeftijd, opleiding en inkomen 

spelen nauwelijks een rol, ondanks het wijdverbreide onderzoek naar deze factoren. 

Psychografische kenmerken, dat wil zeggen kenmerken die de attitudes van 

consumenten vangen, zijn wel erg belangrijk. Met name de mate van innovativiteit 

en betrokkenheid van consumenten bij het product zijn invloedrijk. 

 

Hoofdstuk 3 borduurt voort op hoofdstuk 2 en analyseert de factoren die het 

gehele adoptie besluitvormings proces beïnvloeden. Hierbij kijken we expliciet naar 

de factoren die een rol spelen in de transitie van de ene fase naar de volgende. De 

adoptie van een nieuw product is namelijk het resultaat van een gecompliceerd 

keuzeproces dat bestaat uit verschillende fases. Fase 1 is het bewust worden van het 

bestaan van het nieuwe product. Fase 2 is het evalueren van het nieuwe product. 

Fase 3 is het werkelijk aanschaffen van het nieuwe product en fase 4 omhelst het in 

gebruik nemen van het nieuwe product. In het geval van FMCGs vindt er vaak een 

extra stap plaats, namelijk het proberen van het product. Hoofdstuk 2 toont dat men 

zich vooral bezig houdt met fase 2 en fase 3, en niet zozeer met het begin of het 

‘einde’ van het adoptieproces. Het doel van dit onderzoek is om de factoren die 

bepalend zijn in elke transitie in een onderzoek in kaart te brengen. Hierbij is er 

onderzoek gedaan met 4 nieuwe producten bij 862 consumenten via een online 

panel.  

Het onderzoek toont dat verschillende factoren van belang zijn bij elk transitie 

in het adoptieproces bij consumenten. De karakteristieken van het nieuwe product 

zijn het meest belangrijk. Psychografische kenmerken van consumenten spelen 

vooral een modererende rol. Dat wil zeggen, deze factoren, met name innovativiteit 

en opinie leiderschap zijn van groot belang voor het vormgeven van de percepties 

van consumenten van de karakteristieken van het product. Zo zien innovatieve 

mensen veelal minder risico verbonden aan het besluit om een nieuw product te 

kopen. Het onderzoek toont ook aan dat het in kaart brengen van het totale 

adoptieproces veel nieuwe inzichten oplevert, en impliceert dat onderzoek in het 

verleden te eenzijdig aandacht heeft geschonken aan de aankoop van het nieuwe 

product zelf, terwijl het besluit om een nieuw product niet te adopteren vaak al veel 

eerder valt. 
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Hoofdstuk 4 handelt over takeoff. Hierbij kijken we niet naar individuele 

consumenten maar naar de markt in zijn geheel. De totale verkopen van nieuwe 

producten op een markt volgen doorgaans een S-curve patroon. Dat wil zeggen, na 

de introductie zijn de verkopen laag, vervolgens stijgen de verkopen enorm en is er 

periode van enorme groei van de verkopen, waarna de markt stabiliseert en ook de 

verkopen een meer gelijkmatig beeld laten zien. Dit proces duurt vaak vele jaren. Zo 

duurde het 18 jaar voordat de magnetron de periode van groei bereikte in 

Griekenland. Al die tijd ervoor was het niet gelukt om de Griekse bevolking te 

overtuigen van het nut van een magentron. Vaak ook bereiken producten de fase van 

groei in het geheel niet. Een bekend voorbeeld is Philips CD-i systeem, of Sony 

Minidisc. De overgang van de introductiefase naar de groei fase noemt men takeoff. 

Eerder onderzoek van onder andere Golder en Tellis (1997) heeft aangetoond dat het 

concept takeoff bestaat en hoe dit fenomeen is te meten. Echter bestaand onderzoek 

maakt veelal gebruik van data met een jaarlijkse interval waardoor het onduidelijk is 

hoe takeoff er uit ziet als dit fenomeen aan een nauwkeurigere inspectie 

onderworpen wordt. Daarnaast is er slechts beperkte kennis van de invloed van prijs 

en prijsbeleid, en weet men relatief weinig hoe deze factoren zich gedragen in 

verschillende landen1. Het doel van dit onderzoek is juist te achterhalen of takeoff 

zichtbaar is op micro niveau, te onderzoeken wat de invloed van prijs en prijsbeleid 

is op de takeoff, en te kijken naar de mate waarin landen verschillen op dit gebied. 

Sommige landen zoals de VS staan bekend om hun openheid voor innovatie; 

anderen landen zoals Griekenland en Spanje worden vaak gezien als afwachtend. 

Vraag blijft of verschillende landen op dezelfde manier reageren op prijs 

veranderingen en prijs beleid. 

De resultaten van dit onderzoek tonen aan dat takeoff wel degelijk zichtbaar is 

op micro niveau. Daarnaast vinden we dat het aanbreken van de groeifase ook 

beïnvloedt wordt door de seizoensverkopen. Vaak begint de sterke periode van groei 

in het voorjaar of juist gedurende de allerlaatste maanden van het jaar. Daarnaast 

vinden we dat prijs een voorname rol speelt in het bereiken van takeoff, en wel op 

twee manieren. Ten eerste vinden we dat een lage prijs de kans op takeoff vergroot. 

Echter daarnaast vinden wij dat prijspatronen ook van invloed zijn. Prijs instabiliteit, 

dat wil zeggen dat consumenten geen goed zicht hebben op het verloop van de 

prijzen in de markt, crëert onzekerheid bij consumenten rondom de timing van hun 

                                                 
1 De oorzaak van deze nog relatief beperkte inzichten en het gebruik van data op jaarbasis is het 

beperkte aanbod van betrouwbare en gedetailleerde data om dit fenomeen te onderzoeken. 
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aankoop. Een natuurlijk reactie is dan om de aankoop uit te stellen. Dit betekent dat 

als bedrijven te aggressief prijzen verlagen, ze een averechts effect kunnen hebben op 

het success van hun nieuwe producten. Tot slot vinden we dat de cultuur in een 

land, met name risico aversie en masculiniteit, ook van belang zijn.  

 

  Samenvattend toont deze dissertatie aan dat onderzoek naar de processen die 

ten grondslag liggen aan de acceptatie van nieuwe producten nieuwe inzichten kan 

geven in het welslagen of mislukken van nieuwe producten bij consumenten. Gezien 

het economisch nut dat velen ontlenen aan innovaties is het begrijpen van deze 

processen belangrijk. Hopelijk heeft dit promotie-onderzoek een positief effect op de 

ontwikkeling en het vermarkten van innovatieve producten, en mogelijk ook op 

wetenschappelijk onderzoek op dit terrein. 
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